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Preface

This report focuses on regional wave propagation with application to
the discrimination problem between explosions and earthquakes. Since dis-
crimination is not trivial for small events, no one single technique will resolve
the problem. Thi8 implies that one must understand seismic wave propaga-
tion in all its complexity. There are limits to this both in computation and
theory and in knowledge of true three dimensional real earth model.

As a step toward understanding wave propagation, the first part of this
report presents a complete review of wave propagation in layered, isotropic,
homogeneous media. Analytic solutions for wave generation in a wholespace
due to moment tensor and point forces is given in the r - w domain, where r is
the radial distance between the source and receiver. This is followed by
explicit expressions for the solution to the same problem in the k - w domain,
where k is wavenumber. The reason for these two representations is to per-
mit validation of numerical integration techniques used to obtain time histo-
ries as a function of distance. The solutions in the k - w domain are extended
for the halfspace and a generalized layered medium. The solution to the lay-
ered media problem is given in terms of propagator matrices. The general
solution permits a variety of boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the
layered stack that permits the same methodology to be used for reflectivity
computations of P-wave fir3t arrivals. The subjects of wavenumber integra-
tion, propagator matrix stability and consequences of using discrete Fourier
transforms are also discussed. The algorithms presented and the tutorial on
their use are being used to understand regional wave propagation.

The second subject discussed partially addresses the real problems of
discrimination: that of distinguishing shallow earthquakes, shallow delayed
chemical explosions and shallow point explosions. The real problem is that
data sets containing all three of these phenomena are not readily available.
This section compares a shallow earthquake and a delayed explosion of simi-
lar magnitude near Evansville, Indiana in 1992. Differences in the two
sources are seen in the P-wave spectra, where the strip mining explosions
have a lower corner frequency and significantly less high frequency signal
above 10 Hz results for the Lg phase are similar. This may lead to a discrimi-
nant between spatially distributed chemical explosions and point earthquake
or explosion sources.

The final topic touches upon depth discriminant information contained
in the Rg wave. Under the conditions of a relatively uniform waveguide and
with broadband recording, the short period surface wave may be a useful
quantifiable indicator of depth. The presence or absence of a short period
surface wave does not give any direct depth information, unless additional
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independent information is available, such as knowledge of regional velocity
and Q models and absolute source size. Given these constraints a family of
curves can be created to indicate the moment required to generate an
observed signal of a given amplitude as a function of depth. If a suite of
curves, generated under other assumptions of earth structure, is used, a
"fuzzy" estimate of source depth can be made simply on the basis of whether
a surface wave of a given amplitude is observed.

The implication of this research to the task of event discrimination is
that a systematic attempt has been made to develop the tools for understand-
ing regional wave propagation and for their use in analyzing events that are
not confidently rejected from consideration on the basis of exhibiting strong
earthquake or delayed explosion characteristics. To classify these remaining
events, the entire recorded waveform must be understood. From the theoreti-
cal point of view, broadband signals above the noise level are preferred to
accomplish this.
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ELASTIC WAVE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS FOR ISOTROPIC LAYERED MEDIA

Robert B. Herrmann

ABSTRACT

The Haskell (1964) formulation for the elastic wave field due to
point sources in a plane layered medium is revised for the pur-
pose of generalizing the boundary conditions at the top and bot-
tom of the layer stack and for permitting the receiver to be at
any depth in the medium. Because of the usefulness and also
complexity of the problem, explicit solutions are given for
wholespace and halfspace problems. The numerical implementa-
tion is discussed in detail, demonstrating needed tricks to
ensure quality, noise-free solutions.

INTRODUCTION
In testing seismogram synthesis programs, it is necessary to compare

the program results to analytic solutions or to previous numerical solutions.
This has led to several papers by the author and students at Saint Louis Uni-
versity (Wang and Herrmann. 1980; Herrmann and Wang, 1985; Herrmann
and Mandal, 1986). These solutions were for center of expansion and double
couple sources in a wholespace and in a halfspace observed at the free sur-
face. Recently the author found it necessary to consider the case of a buried
receiver, for which a stable algorithm was required. In addition closed form
solutions for point forces were also required because of their use as sources in
seismic exploration sources and because of interest in the non-isotropic signal
associated with underground explosions. Because of the author's familiarity
with the Haskell (1963, 1964) papers, this presentation will continue using
that notation in a cylindrical coordinate system because of the assumption of
isotropic, laterally homogeneous layering. Other representations of the solu-
tions are possible, especially the reflectivity coefficients of Kennett (1983).

Given the assumption of a laterally homogeneous isotropic medium and
because the Green's functions will be given for point sources, it is convenient
to construct the solution in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, •, z) and in
terms of angular frequency. The specific definition of the Fourier transform,
H(w), of the time series h(t) is taken to be

H~W) = f h(t)e-i' t dt

with the inverse transform defined as

1
h(t)= f J H(w)ei' tdo
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FUNCTIONAL FORM OF THE SOLUTION
Haskell (1963) built the solution for the displacement field due to point

couples in a wholespace by starting with the analytic solution for the dis-
placement field due to a point force given in a cartesian coordinate system.
Solutions for point single couples were obtained, and the solution was cast
into a cylindrical coordinate system, through the use of partial derivatives of
the Sommerfeld integral. Haskell (1964) extended the Haskell (1963) work to
a layered halfspace, including double-couple, dipole and point forces. The
equations below cast the Haskell (1963) derivations into the Green's func-
tions for dislocation and explosive sources, originally given by Herrmann and
Wang (1985). The Green's functions are defined as follow:

ZDD = f Fl(k, w)Jo(kr)dk (la)
0

RDD = - JF?(k, w)JI(kr)kdk (lb)
0

00

ZDS = f F3(k, w)Jl(kr)dk (1c)
0

RDS = J F4 (k, ow)J 0,(kr)kdk (Id)

_ 1 J[F 4(k'w) + F 13(k,w)]Jl(kr)dk
r

0

TDS = (F,-(k, w)J 0(kr)kdk (le)
J

0

_1 C[FA(,ow) + F13(k, w)] Jl(kr)dk

r

z_,8 = f Fr,(k, W)J2(kr)dk (f

0

RSS = J F6 (k, w)J1(kr)kdk (1g)
0
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f [ iF6;(k~w) + F 14 (k,W)1J 2(kr)dk
0

TSS =JFIA(, w)JI(kr)kdk (1h)
0

2 I JF 6 (k,co) + F14(k, W)1J2(kr)dk

00

ZEP = J F,(k, w4J 0 (kr)dk (i
0

REP =J F,,(k, o))J, (kr)kdk (j
0

ZVF = f Fj,(k, w)Jo(kr)dk (1k)
0

RVF = - J Fl 0(k, w)J(kr)kdk (11)
0

ZHF = J F11(k, w)J 1(kr)dk (m
0

RHF = JF 12(k, eo)J0(kr)kdk (in)
0

1 J(F12 (k~co) + Fl15 (k,w)]Jl(kr)dk

THE f F15(k, o)Jo(kr)kdk (0o)
0

-J[F 12 (k~w) + F 15(k,w)]Jl(kr,)dk
0
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PEP = JF 1 s(k, &i)Jo(kr)dk (1p)
0

In an isc:- pic medium, an arbitrarily oriented double couple without
moment so ....e model with vector n = (nl, n2, n3 ) normal to the fault and f
= (fl, f2 , f3 ) in the direction of the dislocation ( Haskell, 1963; ifaskell, 1964)
has the following Fourier transformed displacements for a source at depth h
and the receiver at a distance r from the origin and at a depth z:

u,(r, z, h, w) = ZSS [(fWn, - f2n2 ) cos 2o + (fln 2 + f2n,) sin 20] (2a)

+ ZDS [(fln 3 + f3n,)cos +(f 2n3 +f3n 2)sin €I

+ ZDD [f3 n 3]

ur(r, z, h, w) = RSS [(fin 1 - f2n 2) cos 20 + (fln 2 + f2nl) sin 201 (2b)

+ RDS[(fln 3 +f3n,)cos±+(f2n3 +f3n2 )sin ]

+ RDD [f3 n3 ]

u,(r, z, h, w) = TSS [(fn 1 - f2n2 ) sin 20- (fin 2 + f2 n) cos 2o] (2c)

+ TDS [(fin 3 + f3n,) sin 0 - (f2n3 + f3n 2) cos 0]

The vertical displacement u, is defined positive upward, the radial dis-
placement is positive away from the source, and the tangential displacement
u0 is positive in a direction clockwise from north when looking downward
from above the source. The vectors n and f are still defined in a local coordi-
nate system at the source in which the cartesian x,yz axes are in the north
(0 =09, east ( --90') and downward directions, respectively. Following Her-
rmann (1975) the components of these vectors can be expressed in terms of
the fault plane parameters of strike, dip and rake. The strike, Of, is mea-
sured clockwise from north, the dip, 5f, is measured in a positive sense from
the horizontal direction perpendicular to strike, and the rake, Ar, is measured
on the fault plane in a counterclockwise sense from the horizontal direction of
strike. These angles are indicated in Figure 1.

With these conventions, all possible fault planes are encompassed by
the ranges in the angles of 00 < of < 360', 0' < r • 900, and - 1800 5 Af < 1800.
With this notation, the sense of P-wave first motion at the center of the focal
sphere is positive for positive values of Af and negative for negative values.
The components of the vectors (Pujol and Herrmann, 1990) are
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x11

XX

X 3

Fig. 1. Fault plane angle convention. The xI, x2 and x3 axes are in the north, east and down
directions. 0 is the strike, measured north, 8 is the dip, measured downward from a horizon-
tal direction perpendicular to the strike, and A is the rake angle indicating the direction of
motion on the fault, given by the vector s. The side of the fault nearest the viewer will move
in the a direction.

f, = Cos A rcos of + sin A2f cos f sin or

f2 = cOB Ar sin ofr - sin Af cos bf cos of

f3 = - sin Af sin 4r

nj = - sin of sin &f

n2 = cOs Or sin Sf

n3 = -cosJf
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Another way to combine the Green's functions is to use a moment tensor
representation. Jost and Herrmann (1989) related the Green's functions in
the formulation of Herrnann and Wang (1985) to a moment tensor source
representation. An error entered into the Jost and Herrmann (1989) equa-
tions A5.4 - A 5.6, which were correct only for a pure deviatoric source or for a
pure isotropic source. The correct expressions are as follow:

ZSS ZDD ZEP
u,(r, z, h, W) = MX.[ 2 cos(20) - 6 + 3

MF -ZSS cs2)-ZDD ZEP 1
2 cos(26) + 3

+M ZDD ZEP 1

+M,3 + -3--

"+ MXY[ZSS sin(20)] (2a)

"+ MX4,ZDS cos(o)1

"+ My4 IZDS sin(Ot)]

ur(r, z, h, W) - Ax ' cos(20 _- R + 3EP]

F [-RSS cs2)-RDD REP
26 + 3

+Mz[RDD + REP]

3 3

"+MY RSS sin(20)]I (2b)

"+M,, RDS cos(O) ]
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+ I RDS sin(o)]

u,,(r, z, h, w) = MxXE2T.S sin(20)]

+ rz o MM ' sin(2°)1
1 2o- , 0 • c

+ M 2 4 -TESS cos(20)] (2c)

+ M4[TDS sin(o)]

+ My,4-TDS cos(o)].

Here the moment tensor elements are with respect to a coordinate system
that has x-north, y-east and z-down.

The displacements corresponding to Green's functions for an arbitrarily
oriented point force, given by the vector f = (fl, f2, f3), are

U2 (r, z, h, w) = (f, cos 0 + f2 sin O)ZHF + f3ZVF

ur(r, z, h, w) = (f, cos 0 + f2 sin O)RHF + f3RVF

and

u,,(r, z, h, o)) = (f, sin 0 - f2 cos O)THF ,

where the 1, 2 and 3 indices refer to the north, east and down directions, and
the angle 0 is positive from north to and east direction. The meaning of the
u 2, ur. and u,, is the same as above.

Finally the PEP solution is the pressure field in a fluid due to an explo-
sive source somewhere in the model.

WHOLESPACE SOLUTION

Explicit expressions for the F (k, w) functions for a point buried source
in a constant velocity wholespace with compressional velocity, a, shear veloc-
ity, pi, and density, p, are derived from Haskell (1963, 1964) as follow:

Define the vertical wavenumbers for P- and S- waves as

-7-



Va = ki -k k < ka

and

4k2/--k2, k>k,

=i kN;2_•-• k < k"

For this case, the important parameter is the vertical distance between the
source and the receiver. Define this distance to be h = h - z. A negative value
of h indicates that the receiver is beneath the source; a positive value indi-
cates that the source is beneath the receiver. The functions appearing in the
integrands of equation (1) are as follow:

( k [(2k23k2 )e-&.ihI +3k 2 e-A Ih ] sgn(h) (3a)Flko =4xrpw2 a

F2(k, w) = k [(2k2 - 3k2) e ±3ve-v (3b)

FA, w)= k 2  [2ve' -h+(2k32_k 2)e-P Ih ] (3c)
4Jxpw2  V

kk 2
F4(k, w)= -1 [2k 2e- v. I h I -(2k9 2_ k 2)e- "'I h I ]sgn(h) (3d)

4;rpw2 ]

F5(k, w) = 4-pk [e- V. I h I _ e's I h I I sgn(h) (3e)

F6(k, w) = kk e th I (34xpw2 [Va - /e" ](f

F7(k, w)) = k e--I h I gh)()

F8kw =;ý k -Y. IhI (h

F9(k, w)= - 2  vae-k "evI h I (3i)
Vp
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F1o(k,w)= -k [e-v-hi -e-'h] sgn(h) (3j)

_ k2

4xpcO2 [e--IhI e-P hl] sgn(h) (3k)

F 12(k, w)= 1 [ks IhI (31)4Xp-(02 -Va

F 3(k,= w eV sgn(h) (3m)
4;rp4 62

F 14(k, 0)) -k evAIhI (3n)
F1(~)= - -1 (3n)

4xrp,62v g

4r-1v 5 -v# h 1FIf(k, o)) = k e (3o)

F 16 (k, o)) =4a 2v- e- lh I (assumes a fluid wholespace) (3 p)

The function sgn(x) is defined as

-1 x<O
sgn(x) = x = 0

1 x>O

Following Haskell (1963), it is possible to obtain analytic closed form
solutions of the wholespace Green's functions corresponding to (la) through
(lj) by taking partial derivatives of the Sommerfeld integral F,:

1 - ivR• k
F= e- eIhIJo(kr)dk

0 V

where

R2= r2 + h'

and

v2 =k 2-()

-9-



The dosed form solutions are as follow:

ZDD = 1 3 ýF k2 a - 3 ýFp3 k 2 aF_
4xp-- (4a)

RDD = 1 _F_ •F, F
4xpo)2 [3 3 1k,2 (4b)

ZDS •- [2 2 -k2 F) (4c)
4Xpa2 ah2 ar &h2r - -]

RDS=- 1 [2 3 Fa 2 aF•kl~4DS p - [2 a3'-2 "0-k,02 I#] (4d)
4xpo)2 Ir2ah r•ah (4
1 [2 '2F ) FP 2 aF# 4

TDS = 1I2 r (a-• -• k ] (4)-
4XpW2 r arah rh a

ZSS = 41p2 [2 "•-- +a 3F- + k2 I--
4pW 2 Irrah +hs k -

- 2 "F F -k2(f
ar~ah -h 34-, 2

1 2 F_ F
RSS [2 ' 3F- + - 3F- +2ka2-

4XpO2 Cjr3 ah2 a~r Ir

-2~ 2 183- 2 `P] (4g)

ar3 •h•ar Dr

T S S = 4 p 2 [ 2 -- - + 2 " --• + 2k 2 --F -

-2a p-2 ' p-k 2 ap(4h)

1h2ar -F-

ZEP = 4x1p 2 I(4xpa2 A) (

REP = -1 2F(

4pa2 '-1

-10-



ZVF 1 a 2 F 2F - k02F,0 (4k)

RVF = 1[a -_a #1()
4wpo2 (rah ~rah (1

ZHF= - 1 a 2 F. a 2Fe (4)

RHF= r -1 L--- - ko2 Fp] (4n)

THF = 1 11[f-`- F# IP - kIN2 F,0] (4o)
4jrpw2 r cr d-r

PP= 1 F a(4p)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated using the following analytic
expressions:

aFan h (iwhl
ahv R3  vyR 2

aF-, -w r iW r1
-= e V ý- +(-v) K-

-)2-iaR [( 3rh) (iw) (-3rh'\ (iw 2(-h 1F, -ev i+-) - i+( h)2 ,ýr-ah [CR5) R4  v vR 3 )

a2Fv i±R [(3h 2 1 (iw(3h2 _1 )+io)2 (h2

[ýIjS- K3 ) v'kY4Rj2)V T3

a3Fv iŽwR(9r 15r 3'+(iWf 9r 15r 3

-11-



iw)2 3r 6? +(+iw)3( -r3

v•)23•+'- +vR)J

Or20h=~ e"- -- j3 Y5+• + -)••+ J

C13FV -- _,h 1h iW h 15h'
-V3  eR F 7  +R9 4 + +

R-'+--3 ]W6 v RK4J

'Fv - Lh 15rh iw h + 15r2 h)

aith~ e- + R- +v R4 R6

(iWo) 2 ( h +6r 2h' +( w\**A
v~ R3  R~fi v R4 )]

r3F rh2 rh15r 2

Ah2 ar T 'R 7  R 4  R6

(iw)2 rr6rh2+ i(),w3(rh21
R j 3 +Rk5f'V ( ]4)

HALFSPACE SOLUTION
The Fj(k, w) functions for a point buried source in a constant velocity

halfspace with compressional velocity, a, shear velocity, P, and density, p, are
derived from Haskell (1963, 1964). Let h and z be the depths of the source
and receiver beneath the free surface, respectively. In the coordinate system
used, both are positive quantities. Define the following functions:

Rayleigh wave period equation:

FR = (y- 1)2 -y 2vav,/k 2

where

S= 2k2 /kP.

Free surface reflection coefficients:

-12-



Rlp = [(Y_1) 2 +r2 Vav,/k 2]/FR

R = - 2y(y- 1)/FR

W~s = [2y(r - 1)vvo/k 2]/FR

where the superscript indicates either the vertical or radial component of

motion, and the subscript indicates the incident and reflected wave types,
e.g., PS indicates an incident P reflected as S. The integrands used in (1) are

as follow:
we have the following expressions:

kF1(k, w) 42[ (5a)

(22_32eV h= g~-)R -'hz +Rz e-"vh+',))

where k2e- thez suercip gndicate Rs eite the vertica or raia component of

F2(k, c) = 4p2 [ (5b)

(2km-3k2) (enYtehszb +Rrpp e-i(h+t) +R en e(v.hcv.p))

pa

+3v,(e-.AIh-z +1• e-Vp,(h*z) +]p e- (v',h+v.°Z))]

FA(k, ) = k I (5c)
4wrpco2

2v+(e- "h- 1 +R e-,z(h+I) + Rz e- (,,,,h v+,, z))

-13-
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-(2k 
2 -k 2) VeA lh-zI +R vp(h+z) +R~(l+2)

-A w - 1 1 (5d)
4xpw2

2k 2e v*Ih-zI sg-z) pv,(h+x)+UR e(vh+vtz))

k(e-avh rgn(h -z) +R4p e~~hz +RLWv+P z)

(2k 2~~ sgh-zl _)+ R sevA(h+z)+ (vpebhhvz))]

FA,(o~) = kxW (5e)

(e-v-1 " h-tsnh+Rz e-Y(h+z) +Rpze-(-h+vtz))

F7 (e-) - rpa2 ezhzsgn(h-~z)+p~eve(h+z) +Rzwe e(V~h+Vfz)) A5

F6(k, w) = k I(5f)

k (e-YIh-zI + RRp e-V(h+Z) +R; -(hVZ
V,

Ih-l tR; v~-14- i?



F1o(k, o) = - (5)

'e--l sgn(h- z) +RP e-(b+2) +Rp e(v.h+,,=))

_(e-,Plh-z1sgn(h-z)+lRs e-p(h+z) +I 4 e-e(,,h+,.z))e-,, lh I

F11(k, W) = k2 (5k)

(e-v Ih-il sgn(h- z)+Rzp e-v(h+z) +Rz e - (vh+vz)

- (e-vlh sgn(h- z)+17se-'(h+z) ++ p ee -,h/ ,))]

F12(k, w) - 1 (51)

k2
b(e--i sgn(hz)+WRpe e-,(h) +Rse- ,h*,,z))

Va

vp (e -v h - z"sgn(hz)+Rs e-(h+z) +- lR•p e(hvphz))]

Fs(k, (0) = I (e-vlb h-zI sgn(h- z) +e- ,(h+z)) (5m)

F14(k, w) = -k (e-vPIh-z' +e-vp(h+z)) (5n)

F 15(k, w) = - (e-Plbph-z +e-vo(h+z)) (5o)4xrp132 v ,

F16(k, a) k (e-v-b1h-z -e- v(h+z)) (assumes a fluid haifspace) (5p)

PLANE LAYERED MEDIA

The formulation for the seismic wave field for a buried source and a
buried receiver will be presented for a medium consisting of a stack of layers
within two halfspaces. This formulation will be general enough to encompass
the boundary conditions of rigid or free boundary surfaces and also elastic or
liquid halfspaces.

The more difficult P-SV problem will be discussed first, with a simple
extension to the SH problem presented next. The major difference between
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the two is the use of 4x4 matrices and compound matrices rather than 2x2
matrices. Within each section, the elastic problem will be discussed first,
together with a simple extension to a liquid. The only restriction of the liquid
model with respect to the elastic model, is that a liquid layer sandwiched
between two solid layers will not be permitted.

Wang and Herrmann (1980) showed that the Haskell (1964) formulation
for a wavefield due to a buried point source in cylindrical coordinates could be
expressed as

BN-1 = aN-.4(dNi1)aN-2(dN-2)""" a.(d. - hm)AB (6)

+ aN-l(dN-l)aN-2(dN-2) ... aj(dj)Bo

where the layering convention of Haskell (1964) is followed. The transformed
motion-stress vector Bk is evaluated at the k'th interface. For P-SV waves
Bk = (Ur, Uz, T,, Tr)T and for SH waves Bk = (U,, T,)T The medium properties of
the k'th layer are between the k - 1'th and k'th interfaces. The layer thick-
ness of the k'th layer is dk, the compressional and shear wave velocities are
ak and fik, respectively, and the density is PA. The source is at a depth of hm
in the m'th layer. This is indicated in Figure 2. Equation (C) states that the
wavefield at some position beneath the source is a function of the wavefield
discontinuity at the source and also the wavefield at the top boundary. There
is nothing in this formulation restricting the O'th interface to be a free sur-
face, or the N'th medium to be a halfspace. The source is at a depth h. in the
m'th layer.

Haskell (1964) expressed (1) in terms of upgoing and downgoing P- and
SV- potential coefficients, giving a total of four coefficients for each layer. At
the top and bottom boundaries, the boundary conditions require only two
unknowns. This observation is used below.

P-SV Problem

Let us assume that there are matrices G and H such that

a =] GBN- (7)

and

Bo = H (c, d, 0, O) T  (8)

Multiplying (6) on the left by G and defining

X = GaNI(dNI)aN- 2(dN- 2 ) ... am(d. - hm)
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d, a 1 P, B1

B,

d 2 462 P2
B2

Bm-I

*hm

dm am 6m PM
BM

BN-2

dN-1 aN-1 #N-1 PN-1
BN-I

Fig. 2. Model of layered medium, showing the stress-displacement vectors at the interfaces
and the medium parameters within the layers.

and
R = GaN-l(dN-1)aN-2(dN-2)'..' aj(dj)H,

and using (7) and (8)

0= XS + Rd(9)
a 0

where we have set S = AB.

Consider the first two equations in this linear system of four equations.
The left side is zero, and we can solve directly for the unknowns c and d:

-1 [_R2 -R 12jX 1 Sij (10)

LR11 R%2-11121121 -R21 R-1 7-XSj
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-1[R2X1 iS--R12X 1Si1 (11)= •R XIS -RitX•SiJ (IRI 12[R2jXjjSj-RXjj

-1 [X2jZj2XliSi-_Xlj•_.2X2iSi"(2
= -xR1 2_ZjlXliSi +XjZjX2iSi 2)

= -1 sxIz2] (13)Rf 12[ _ X ý2 Z j 1

where we have used R=XZ, and the compound matrix definition
RI = •-• --RiIRk. Note that the repeated indices represent summations in
the range 1 - 4.

This is essentially the derivation given in Wang and Herrmann (1980),
where the G matrix was designed to give the upward and downward poten-
tials in the halfspace, and the H matrix was such to make the free surface
stress free, with c = Ur, and d = Uz, the displacements at the top boundary.

The formulation of (13) has proven to be numerically stable. To get the
wavefield at points above the source, it is obvious through the use of propaga-
tor matrices that at a depth hk in the k'th layer, which is above the source,

Bk = ak(hk)". al(dI)H{d (14)

c

= d (15)

One may be tempted to use (11) first, and then (12) to evaluate the wavefield
of a buried receiver directly, but this is not numerically stable, due to possibly
increasing exponential terms in y, (In the extreme case of a layered
wholespace, the whole space solutions indicate that an exponentially decreas-
ing solution is required in the z-direction away from the source).

To work around this problem, we note that R = XZ = Xxy, where we
define

x = &m(hm) ••ak(dk - hk) (16)

and

y = ak(hk)' al(d1 )H, (17)
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where mne propagator matrix property a(h1 ), a(h 2)=a(h1 + h2) is used. Com-
bining equations (13 - 17), we have, after some algebra,

Bk U - /SXi• lmy 122
TI 1 (18)

T. RI 2 |S Ai Xmy 12

2 4m 1

If this is written in terms of a matrix multiplication, and using the properties
of the compound matrix that AI 1 =-A1Jl=-AIN, and that Al, =0 for i=j

orj=k,

[Ur, U, Tz, Tr, k IS I, S2, S3, S41 (19)

0x112 x112 x1 1
12  1 3 1 4

• 12 X X 1 1 1
-X 123 23 ` 12 4 [122

1 _ 1 4 -- " ' 2 4 - ' 3 4

[X11 X12 X13 X141

"/X21 X22 X23 X24•

IX31 X32 X33 X341
_.X41 X42 X43 X44-

0 -y12 _y13 ,Y1 4
12- 12- 12/

12 0 _y 1 23_-y J |

|1yt1 yl12 0 -yj11

Noting that the compound matrix indices comprise six doublets, we can fur-
ther simplify the expression (14) by expressing the compound matrix ele-
ments associating the the compound matrix doublets { 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34 ),
with the indices 1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ), respectively, defining, for example,

12= X1. Thus (14) becomes

-1
[Ur, Uz, Tz, Trik =112 (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ) (20)
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[0 X11 X12 X131
• -X 1  0 X14 X16

-X12 -X40 OX16
--XIs-xI -X15 6 0-

[X1 X1 2 X13 X141

*1X21 X22 X23 X241

X3 1 X32 X33 X34
LX41 X42 X43 X44J

0 Yi -Y21 -Y3s1

SYl1 0 -Y41 -YsI[[Y21 Y41 0 -Y61
_Y31 Y61 Y61 0

Form of the G matrices for various bottom layer conditions.

Bottom Halfspace Free

-000
G 0001

1000

for which a = Ur, b = Uz, and we force T, =0 and Tr =0 at the N-l'st interface.

Bottom Halfspace Rigid

F 10001

G = 0100 (22)
0010

for which a = T,, b = Tr, and we force U. = 0 and Ur =0 at the N-1'st interface.
Bottom Halfspace Elastic

-PY p(y -1)/v 1 -k 2/,f

G= -P(Y- 1)/v py/k 2  lv ,3  -1 ([ -py -p(y-1)/va 1 k 2 /va| (23)

p(y- 1)/v,3 py/k 2  -llv1V _1

where a = 2A', b = 2B' in the Haskell (1964) notation, and we force 2A" = 0
and 2B" = 0. This guarantees only downwardly propagating wavefields in the
halfspace.
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To form the compound the elements of the R and X we need only the
first row of the 6x6 compound G matrix. The necessary compound matrix
elements of the G matrix are

GIP12 Free Rigid Elastic

12GI 0 p2(_7 2/k2+(,-Y /v"v

G 1213 0 0 p/V.8

GI1 0 0 ,- k2(r -1)/Va,:V)

G123 0 0 p(-y/k2+(r'1)/v~vA)

G124 0 0 icVa

G112 1 0 k2 /vavf -1

Form of the H matrices at the top interface

Top Surface Free

r 10001

H 1 010! (24)
001

for which c = Ur, d = U., and we force T, =0 and Tr =0 at the O'th interface.

Top Surface Rigid

-O00101
H = 0 00 (25)

1000
H 100

for which c = Tr, d = Tr, and we force U2 = 0 and U, = 0 at the 0'th interface.

Elastic Medium above top surface
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2H -vp k 2 /p vip k2 /p(

H - y-1) yve -(y--) -yvp/i (26)

--Yv/k 2 y+-I yv,.k 2 y-1 l

for which c = 2A', d = 2B", and we force 2A' = 0 and 2B' = 0 at the 0'th inter-
face. This guarantees only upwardly propagating wavefields.

The necessary compound matrix elements of the H matrix are

HI 2  Free Rigid Elastic

HI 1 1 0 (vvp -K 2)/4p2

12 0 0 -vp /4p

HI• 14 (2Vvy/k2-(T-1)'/4p

1I2 0 0 (k2(r-1)-rvavp)/4p

H11 0 0 (k2VV1k2-(r1)24

LIQUID LAYER

The inclusion of a liquid layer in the model complicates the formulation,
since only P-potentials are required and the Haskell matrix formulation in
terms of P- and SV-arrivals does not simply reduce to the fluid problem. The
4x4 propagator matrices in the elastic medium must then be connect to 2x2
propagator matrices in the fluid. This complicates the structure of the pro-
gram.

If a simplifying assumption is made, that the liquid layer is not between
two elastic layers, the mathematics is simplified. This restriction, means that
the 4x4 matrix computations will be maintained, but with a slightly dffTerent
meaning for the propagator matrix. Basically, in a fluid, only U,, and T, must
be computed, since only these two quantities are continuous at boundaries. In
a fluid T, is by definition zero, and Ur is discontinuous at boundaries.
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Let the 1+ 1'st layer be elastic and the l'th layer be fluid. Let the elastic
displacements at the top of the elastic layer be related to the fluid displace-
ments at the top of the fluid layer by the following pseudo-propagator matrix
relation:

* [ o coshv ,d -v.sinhvad/p 1 (U),- (27)
T, 0-p -- -psi h d d/oV cosh Vhd 0J[ (T.),
_T_ 1 _0 0 0 1 - (T)A -

This pseudo-propagator propagates the vertical displacment and stress
downward to the top of the elastic layer for future use, while placing no con-
straint upon the radial displacement or stress. This was first used by Hud-
son (1969). For example, the requirement that (Tr) =0 can be met after mul-
tiplying by the 4x4 matrix in (27). The restriction that the fluid layer cannot
be between two solid layers, arises from the fact that four free parameters,
radial displacement and stress at the two elastic fluid boundaries, must be
saved, but this formalism permits only two free parameters to be retained.
To compute Ur in the fluid, we note that it is proportional to T, in the fluid.

Given this preface, the following matrices are used to meet the possible
boundary conditions if a fluid layer is at the surface or the lower halfspace of
the model:
The G matrix for the halfspace.
Bottom Halfspace Free

F 00101

G = 0 0 (28)
1000

for which a = Ur, b = U,, and we force T, = 0 and Tr =0 at the N-l'st interface.

Bottom Halfspace Fluid

_0 0 0 11[200
G = 0O-pl2v,, 1/2 0(9

0 p/2vg 1/2 (29)
1 0 0 01

where a = A', b = Ur, and we force A"= 0 and T,. = 0. This guarantees only
downwardly propagating wavefields in the halfspace.

The necessary compound matrix elements of the G matrix are
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G1 1• Free Elastic

G12 0 0

GI 12 0 0
GI2 0 0

GI 0 0
G123 00/V

GI 1 -1/2

Form of the H matrix at the top interface

Thp Surface Free

-1o001-
H = 0100 (30)

0010
L0001]

for which c = U, at top of closest elastic layer beneath the fluid, d = U, at the
top of the fluid, and we force T, = 0 at the top of the fluid and Tr = 0 at the
top of the closest elastic layer underneath. The top of the fluid is the O'th
interface.
Fluid halfspace above top layer

_10 0v/ 0,-/

2H= 0 1 1 (31)

-0 0 01

for which c = Ur at the closest elastic interface, d = A", and we force A' = 0 at
the 0'th interface and Tr = 0 at the top of the nearest elastic boundary. This
guarantees only upwardly propagating wavefields into the upper halfspace.

The necessary compound matrix elements of the H matrix are

HI?2  Free Elastic
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HI 12

HI 13 0 1

HI 1412 0 0

1HI3 0 0

0 0

HI 0 0

SH Problem
The SH development uses the same formalism as (6), eAcept that the ak

matrices are now 2x2 rather than 4x4. To represent the boundary conditions
at the top and bottom boundaries, we assume that there are g and h matrices
such that

[0]=gB (32)

and

BO~h0] (33)[[f]
T

Here B = [U, T,1. Multiplying (32) on the left by G and using (6), and defin-
ing

x - gaN__(dN_1)aN_2(dN-2) ... am(dm - h.)

and

r = gaN-j(dN-1 )aN-2(dN-2)".. aj(dj)h,

we have

0 (34)

where we have set s = A.B.
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The coefficient f is quickly found by the relation

f= _(xIIsl +X1282.) (35)
.( r11

To find the displacement field anywhere between the top boundary and the

source depth, we use the propagator matrix

Bk = k(hk)... a,(dl)J {] (36)

Thus the transformed tangential displacement is just

rXllS1 +X12S2 , 
(38)

which is a stable numerical function.

Form of the g matrix for various bottom layer conditions

Bottom Boundary Free Surface

=[ 1 0 (39)

Bottom Elastic Halfspace

9 =' PVP(40)
g=j -

(The true expression should have terms like w2 /1p8 instead of 1 /f82 , but therT
source expressions are either of the form [a OT or10 b /0)2 1 Thus the multi-

plications required for (38) will eliminate the W terms, and the apparent

w=0 singularity is numerically avoided by using this form for the g matrix

and [0 b]T for the source expression.)

Bottom Halfspace Rigid

1 0 (41)
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Form of the h matrix for various top layer conditions

Thp surface free

h=[' 0] (42)

7bp surface elastic

h= _p2V 1  (43)

7bp surface rigid

E=[ 1] (44)
Source Terms

The source terms, S, representing the discontinuity in the displace-
ment-stress values across the source layer are given in the following table for
different source representations. The Si values are the P-SV source terms
used in equations (10-13, 18, 19) while the s, are the SH source terms given
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Source Term Coefficients

Term S1 S2 S 3  S 4  81 82

4~2 2k(2p /a)2-3J

DD 0 4kk! 0 0 0
2 4XpO)2 4xwa2

DS 2k 0 0 0 -2 0
4p,2 -2k 4xpf 2 A2

SS 0 0 2 0 4x)' 0 i-2kk- 4k 2EP 0-2k 0 4ak 0 0

4xpE02 -2k 4xw2 kf
VF 0 0 42 0 0 0

HF 0 0 0 -2 0 2
4za4w

To obtain the required integrand in (1), the above source coefficients are
used with (20) for U, and U, and (38) for U, to yield the following Fj factors.
By taking the negative of the U, terms, we guarantee that the corresponding
Green's functions yield positive ground motion in an upward direction.
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Fj Source Term

Fl=-U 2  SDD
F2 = Ur SDD
F3 =-U, SDS

F 4 -Ur SDS
F 5 =-U 2  sF5 =-U, Sss
F6 =Ur 1
F 7 =- U. SEP
Fe = Ur SEP
F9 =-U SVF
Flo = Ur SvF
F11 -- -- Uz SHF

F12 = Ur SUF
F 13 = U, SDS
F14 = U, Sss
F 15 = U, s*W
F16 = pF8  (receiver in fluid)

Evaluation for receiver beneath the source.

The matrices used for the general sotution, (20) and (38) were derived
for the source position beneath the receiver. It was because of this assump-
tion that the relatively simple expression were obtained. If the source is
above the receiver, then an alternative derivation is required, first to obtain
the coefficients c, d or e. From these, BN-I is found, and then the propagator
matrices can be used. The problem with this technique is that extra compu-
tational steps must be placed into the coding. The alternative approach is to
invert the order of the layered model by reversing the sense of the z axis, to
note the source and receiver positions in the new model, and then to evaluate
the solution using (20) and (38). Finally, care is taken to preserve tý e sense
of positive positive displacements of the original model. This last ask is
accomplished in two stages. First the S2 , S4 and s2 coefficients are repaced by
-S2, --S4, and -S2- since these are the source coefficients that depend on the
direction of the local vertical. Once the final displacments are computed, the
vertical displacements are inverted, while the radial and transverse time his-
tories are unchanged. This sequence of steps is tested by looking the the P-
and S-wave particle motions for receivers above and beneath the source.

TIME HISTORIES

Evaluation of the inverse Fourier tranfrom to yield a time series is usu-
ally accomplished by an inverse Fast Fourier Transform (Brigham, 1974)
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which approximates the true inverse transform

g(t) = f G(f)ei2xdf

by the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform

N-1
g(kAt)= I G(nAf`)e Af fork=O,...,N-1

n=O

where Af= 1-. (Note that this is related to the original Fourier transform
definition defined in the introduction if h(t)=g(t) and G(f)=H(2xf)). This
approximation to the continuous Fourier Transform introduces concerns
about finite frequency and time windows and periodicity in the time and fre-
quenccy domains. This will always be present when the discrete Fourier
transform pair is used, but can be controlled so that the discrete Fourier
transform result is a reasonable approximation to the desired Fourier trans-
form solution.

The first problem considered concerns the effect of the finite frequency
window in the resultant time histories. The function H(f) is sampled in the

1
range (-fN, fN) where fN = 2-t. Frequencies outside this range are effectively
set to zero. If the transitions through the frequency points f= ±fN are not
smooth, high frequency ripples will be seen in the time domain. This effect
can be significantly reduced in synthetic seismograms by choosing source
time functions that have zeros at the Nyquist frequencies ±fN. Two possible
functions that have this property are the triangular and parabolic pulses.

Triangular:

0 t:50o
t 0 <5t :5

S 1 =_1 O T

1--t r 5t<2r

0 t>2r

which has the Fourier transform

ei E sin ,rfrr

This is a positive pulse with unit area and a corner frequency f, = 1/wr. If
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1
r = 2MAt and M > 1, this function has spectral zeros at frequencies f
2 1
2 fN, ., fN, where fN is the Nyquist frequency defined as f& =-t. Thus ifM 2At,

we sample the Fourier transform of this pulse and apply the inverse discrete
Fourier Transform, we will see a nice sampled triangular pulse without any
ripples in the time domain.

Parabolic:

0 t<0

1 1/2(t/r)2  0 < t <
s(t) - -1/2(t/T) 2 +2(t/ r)-I r!t<3r

1/2(t/r)2 -4(t/r)+8 3r < t• 4r

0 t>4r

The Fourier transform of this function is

4 sin2 WTsinwe- i,2? [2 sin wr- sin 2wrl] :- e-i2r 2(WT)3 (WI) 3

This time function has a unit area and a corner frequency f = 1/4.575r. In
addition, it has spectral zeros at certain frequencies. If r = MAt, where M > 1,

1 2
then spectral zeros are at frequencies R fN, Rj, ... , fN. By choosing r and

At such that one of the spectral zeros occurs at the Nyquist frequency, the
pulses can be synthesized and propagated through the model without the rip-
pling introduced by an arbitrary, sharp high frequency spectral cutoff. Note
that the parabolic pulse with r = At will give the same sample values at the
triangular pulse with r = 2At.

The other problem to be addressed is that of the periodicity of the dis-
crete Fourier transform pair. This can be addressed by introducing complex
frequencies.

Consider the the Fourier transform pair

G(w) = J g(t)e-'- tdt g(t) = -:- f0f -- G(o')ei' t dco

or symbolically
g(t) = G((o)

From this definition, we see that

e-at g(t) G G(o)-ia)
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This is equivalent to stating that

gf(t) = eat i-f1 wi~'d_L Gfo- ia)ei'tdw

The convolution theorem states that given

x(t) X(w)

y(t) = Y(W)

then
z(t) = x(t) * y(t) '=•X(w)Y(W)

and

e-tz(t) = (e-atx(t)) * (e-ty(t)) = X(o)-ia)Y(w-ia)

The time shift theorem states that

g(t-to) <_- G(a)e-it

and hence

e-a~t -tog(t- to) <==* G(w -ia)e-'"t

or, by using the linearlity of the Fourier transform,
e-atg(t - t0) G(o -ia)e-i(N-iaN

This indicates how a time shift is formed in the frequency domain and the
proper de-attenuation factor in the time time.

The value of using the time domain attenuation is obvious when
attempting to propagate a simple pulse, e.g., to evaluate the inverse trans-

form of H(w)e-iX as x increases. As x increases, the pulse will arrive at later
times. However, it will eventually wrap around to appear at zero time. This
periodicity effect can be reduced by using the time domain attenuation tech-
nique. Upon wrap around, the pulse will be attenuated in amplitude by
e-NAt. Obviously the larger the value of a, the lower the amplitude of this
effect.

An important added advantage of this technique is that it will remove
the surface wave poles and branch point singularities from the real
wavenumber axis for a perfectly elastic problem, so that contour integration
is not required in the wavenumber domain (Phinney, 1965).

An example of this technique is given in Figure 3. For computational
speed, the RDD Green's function for a wholespace (4b) is evaluated. The P-
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wave and S-wave velocities are 6.0 and 3.5 km/s, respectively, the density is
2.8 gm/cm 3 , the receiver is a height 5 kin above the source, and synthetics are
computed to distances of 300 km. All traces start at -5.0 and terminate at 58
seconds. The sampling interval is 1.0 s, and the triangular pulse has a base of
4.0 s, e.g., r = 2. Os. Figure 3a shows the result of using a = 0.0. In this case
the wrap around of the S-wave arrival beyond 175 kin is obvious. By using a
= 0.04 in Figure 3b, the amplitude of the wrapped S-wave is reduced. Of
course, if the P-wave wraps around, the traces will look different, and the P-
wave amplitude will be significantly reduced.

6 slo.*$ 60402.00

3 414H,16 - 3 4|4E 64

so lot*
1 231P- #6 1 131P. *6

65E 07 , :S1N%,

4 525C 17 . .. 4 124F

I 715E *' I K 'I -',1'75 06eo
2.7941,9-47I 94E $"

145Y3e a7o2 lose

"I 97 E 47 1g+ Olg $

Fig. 3. Demonstration of the effect of the time domain damping factor, o (a) a = 0.0 ; (b a =
0.04. The RDD Green's function for a wholespace with Vp = 6.0 km/s, Vs = 3.5 km/s and p =

2.8 gm/cm3 . The velocity traces (peak velocity in cm/s is shown) show the Green's functions
at distances of 0 to 300 km for a source buried at 5 km beneath the receiver. All traces start
at -5.0 seconds and end at 58.0 seconds. A triangular pulse with base of 4.0 seconds is used
as the source ",.avelet.

The choice of a is not simple. First, if a is not large enough, then the
wrapped signals will not be significantly reduced in amplitude. On the other
hand, if a is too large, then the wavenumber integrands in Figure 1 may be
so smoothed, that numerical integration noise may become important. For
models without significant reverberations, e.g., thin surface water layers,
reducing the wrapped amplitude by a factor of 10 will suffice. Thus if the time
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window is NAt seconds long, choose a such that aNAt = 2.3. In the example
just run, this product was 2.52.

WAVENUMBER INTEGRATION
The evaluation of the wavenumber integrals in (1) is complicated

numerically. Numerical evaluation introduces error through the finite inte-
gration limits and through the particular integration rule used. These errors
may appear in the time-distance domain as propagating arrivals or as noise
unrelated to distance. Items of concern are the infinite limit of integration in
wavenumber, the integration scheme used, and phase velocity filtering.

Infinite Limits
The problem is to approximate the infinite integral by a finite one. The

obvious approach is to truncate the integral so that

ffk, r)dk = fFk, r)dk,
C 0

but now the choice of kma,, becomes important, especially wher the function
fRk, r) is significantly different from zero for k > k,,.

To illustrate this, consider the REP function for an elastic wholespace
(1j, 3h, and 4j)

REP= - I aF d
4;rpa 2 Rr

1 .,R/lr r +( iW) r

- ,pct2 e 3 R

f4pa2va e -h I Jl(kr)kdk

The consideration in choosing kmn is it must be large enough to give the
desired signals. If the I hI is not zero, then there will be some value of kmx
that together with the I hI will reduce the integrand significantly so that the
rest of the integral from k = kmax to k = oo can be sucessfully ignored.

Unfortunately, this cannot be done practically when [hi is small. To
handle this, one can make use of the asymptotic value of the integrand.
Returning to the expression for REP, note that the for large values of the
wavenumber, that v, = k and that the integral

f I e-klhl J,(kr)kdk = r]
S41rpa2 4xPa2 R-3
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This is just the expression for REP evaluated at w = 0. Note that for large val-
ues of the wavenumber, both integrands behave similarly. This suggests the

following. If g(k, r)= f(k, r) as k - oo, and if fg(k, r)dk = G(r), then
0

Sf(k,r)dk = j [I(k, r)-g(kr)]dk+ G(r)
0 0

Jf Rkr)dk = [fu [Jr)-g(k, r)]dk+G(r)
0 0

where k, is such that now the integral

J [f(kr)--g(k,r)]dk
km"

is negligible.

There are now two choices to be made: the value of km, and whether or
not to use the asymptotic integration trick.

The choice of kma, requires a tradeoff between being accurate and being
efficient. At low frequencies, the choice should depend on the vertical distance
term, h. On the other hand, at high frequencies, the real part of v, hl
becomes large, and a frequency - depth dependent limit may be appropriate.

One strategy that seems to work and to be efficient is as follows: Define
1hi to be the absolute value of the difference in the source and receiver
depths in the model. Also define H to be a mean thickness of layers in the
model. Also let k,.i. be the wavenumber associated with the minimum wave
velocity (usually the S-wave velocity, but may be the P-wave velocity of a fluid
layer) at the current angular frequency w and let kU be the wavenumber
associated with the minimum wave velocity but at the maximum desired fre-
quency in the synthetics, wma..

The steps are now as follow.
5

a) Estimate a test variable km = 5 + FAC kvm,..

b)
if kmh > 5

6.0
kI= F

k2=
IhI

kma = km
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else
k, = 20k,.
k2 = 5k5
if k1lh >5

6.0

k2 = - + 4kv.in

kmax = k2

if k,,,n > k,
Do not use asymptotic integration technique

else
Do use asymptotic integration technique

The purpose of this logic is simple. If the user specified, frequency
dependent upper limit, kin, is large enough then the exp(-v, I hi ) term is small
enough so that the truncation error is negligible. This technique is described
in Apsel and Luco (1983).

If this is not true, then use the asymptotic values to truncate the inte-
gral. Depending upon the particular Green's function, the function g(k, r) is
defined to be of the form (A + Bk) exp(-k I h I ) or (Bk + Ck 2) exp(-k I h I). The two
constants are estimated using the k, and k2 values. The numbers 6.0 and 2.5
were chosen since exp(-6.0) and exp(-2.5) differ sufficiently to define the con-
stants but neither is so small that one runs into lack of significance in using
single precision arithmetic. The particular form chosen for km is designed to
be economical at high frequency, but also to guarantee sufficient sampling at
low frequencies.

When the difference in the source and receiver depths is small, using an
upper limit proportional to h I-' would lead to excessive computational effort.
Thus a decision is made to tie the computations to the wavenumber of the
highest frequency.

The FAC parameter also controls the upper limit, and requires some

judgment. If FAC is made too small, then (k k - kJ will not be close enough

to kin, in which case a truncation error will introduce spurious low velocity
arrivals. On the other hand, FAC > 1 is required to include a Rayleigh-wave
pole. a FAC = 3 or 4 seems to work well.

If one considers the range of integration in the two-dimensional
omega - k domain, a triangular region is sampled when I hI is large, and a
somewhat rectangular region when it is small. Since the upper wavenumebr
limit depends on the highest frequency, increasing the frequency content of a
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signal, while keeping the length of the time series and the wavenumber sam-
pling fixed, will increase the computational effort quadratically.
Bouchon Integration Scheme

Bouchon (1981) analyzed the use of a trapezoidal integration rule to
evaluate the integrals in (1). Bouchon proved that

Yenf(kn)Jm(knr)Ak = F(k)Jm(kridk

00

+ fF(k)Jm(kr Y, 2(cos(nkL)} dk

1

where Ak = 2z / L, co=o e, = 1 for j > 0, and kn = nAk. By considering the Som-

merfeld integral, it can be shown by large wavenumber approximations to the
integrals that the cosine term introduces a sequence of noise arrivals corre-
sponding to rings of sources at distances L, 2L, ..., which introduce waves
propagating toward and away from the origin. From this consideration, Bou-
chon (1981) recommended that the parameter, L, be chosen such that

L>2r

and

[(L -r)2+ Z2 I/ >vt ,

where z is the vertical distance between the source and the receiver, r is the
radial distance, t is the maximum time for which the trace is to be generated,
and v is the velocity oi" the wave. When these rules are evaluated for a more
complicated model, then the z represents the total vertical path of the last
significant arrival and v is the fastest velocity. The choice of L is a matter of
experiment.

Herrmann and Mandal (1986) modified the Bouchon (1981) expression
by using a shifted rectangular rule because of the appearance of non-causal
arrivals ( a k = 0 contribution) in some of the integrands,such as RDS. This
noise arrival may be inherent to the use of a rectangular or trapezoidal rule,
but may also be linked to the scheme used to truncating the limits of integra-
tion. They used

SEnf]kn)Jm(knr)Ak = F(k)Jm(kr)dk
n=Of o
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I ! i !

+ f F(k)Jm(kr 2 cos (n(k - ko)L)) dk

where Ak=2x/L, to= -, , = 1 for j >0, and k, =nAk+ko. The value for ko was

determined empirically to be ko = 0. 218Ak.

Other Integration Schemes

The use of the Bouchon (1981) integration scheme is not computation-
ally efficient at large distances and high frequencies, because of the required
sampling in the k - w domain. Another approach is to approximate the inte-
grand by a higher order polynomial in the interval from k to k+ Ak. If one
part of the integrand is oscillatory, e.g., the Bessel function, then a Filon inte-
gration scheme can be developed. Apsel and Luco (1983) used a fourth order
polynomial to model the non-oscillatory part of the integrand.

Mallick and Frazer (1987) suggested the use of Filon rule based on a lin-
ear approximation to the non-oscillatory part of the integrand. Thus if the
integrand is of the form

k2

J F(k)e-ikrdk,
k,

it can be approximated in the case of r * 0 as

18F(k) -e ikr1  ikr

r2 Sk 4e-I + -r [F(k)e-krJ,

where X-X=X(k 2 )-X(kl). Mallick and Frazer (1987) and Saikia (1993) used
this form together with the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel or Hankel
functions to evaluate the wavenumber integrals of the type discussed in this
paper.

Integrands for Large Offset

Bouchon's (1981) mathematical development demonstrated the there
can be inwardly propagating noise arrivals because of integrating the Bessel
function. At large distances, r, cleaner seismograms may arise by using the
following approximation:

JF(k)Jm(kr)dk f "F(k)T,2)(kr)dk,
0 0+

where HT•(z) is the Hankel function of the second kind. This is a standard
approximation, which can be justified from physical grounds that only out-
wardly propagating signals are desired. The mathematical justification arises
from applying both the physical requirement and the stationary phase
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approximation to drop the first order Hankel function from the identity
2-J,,(z) = I7-l'(z) +9,n(z).

Phase Velocity Filtering

One final modification of the integrand is due to Fuchs and Miuler
(1971). This is the concept of computing synthetics with a range of phase
velocities bounded by [c,.•, cl, c2 , Cmin]. These can be used to define a window
function, W(k) defined by

ow
0 k <

k er a0

-i1-cos X
Ci Cmax 1) 1) O)

W(k)= 1 -_k<-

1- _ _ _C 
2I~ ~ c• -Co <r C !k<

1-cos ,C2 cmin

C2 Cnn,
0 k>_>-

Cmin

This windowing is useful if only a part of the seismogram corresponding with
certain ray phase velocities is required is desired. When this is used, the
upper limit in the integrand is defined by ca,,, and the parameter FAC and
the asymptotic integral technique is not used. The use of the Hankel, rather
than Bessel, function is recommended when phase velocity filtering is per-
formed. The filtering will cause numerical noise, but will also have the advan-
tage that the upper limit of wavenumber integration will be reduced, and
hence the computations will be accomplised faster.
Examples

To illustrate these concepts, consider the RDD Green's function for a
wholespace, (1b) and (3b). The model consists of P-velocity of 6.0 km/s, an S-
velocity of 3.5 km/s, and a density of 2.8 gm/cm3 . The source is 5 km beneath
the receiver, and FAC = 3.0. A 128 point time series is generated with a sam-
pling interval of 1.0 sec, and a triangular pulse with r = 2.0 sec is used to gen-
erate velocity time histories in units of cm/s for a source moment of 102 dyne-
cm, at distances of 1 - 500 km. The time domain damping parameter a = 0.02
so that the periodicity effect is reduced by a factor of exp(-2.54). The RDD
Green's function is a good choice to illustrate the problems of numerical noise
because the and S-wave arrival falls off more rapidly with distance than the
P-wave arrival.
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Figure 4 shows the time histories when L = 250km is used. The Bou-
chon (1981) box bounded in distance by L/2 and in time by L/2Vp is shown
by the long dashed lines. This rectangular box is used since one often com-
putes a record section rather than a single trace, and thus the size of the
acceptable time window is constrained by the distance trace. The direct and
wavenumber integration periodicity arrivals are indicated by the light solid
and short dashed lines, with the latter indicating those arrivals that have
been wrapped around due to the temporal periodicity properties. The extent
of the periodicity problems is readily apparent, as is the fact that the signal
within the Bouchon box is relatively clean. Part of the "simplicity" of the
waveforms is due to the fact that the choice of a reduced the amplitude of the
arrivals folded in time.

Figure 5 shows the same model, except that L=500km. Because of the
change in L, the Bouchon box becomes larger, and the seismograms are given
to a larger distance. A P-wave noise arrival due to the temporal and spatial
periodicity appears prior to the direct P-wave arrival. Figure 5 also shows
some of the k = 0 noise at distances greater than 300 km at an arrival time of
about 1 sec. This noise (Herrmann and Mandal, 1986) was reduced using the
modified integration rule, but is a low frequency arrival, and is reduced fur-
ther by making L smaller. Figure 6 is a similar plot, but uses a reduction
velocity of 6.0 km/sec. The reduced travel time will provide a cleaner begin-
ning of the trace history, but will not give any additional respite from the
Bouchon condition.

Figure 7 shows the effect of using the Hankel function rather than the
Bessel function together with a phase velocity filter. The phase velocity filter
window of [ 16, 8, 2, 1 ] km/s was appropriate, since at large offset, the rays
corresponding to P- and S-wave arrivals would propagate at 6.0 amd 3.5 km/s
respectively. The Hankel function was used in the integration when its argu-
ment, e.g., kr, was greater than 6.0. Otherwise the Bessel function is used.
Since this can generate some low frequency noise near k - 0, the time domain
damping parameter was set to a=O. 01 rather than the a=0. 02 used in the
preceding figures. This reduces the amplitude of late arriving noise, but also
increases the amplitude of the time domain periodicity noise.

There are two impressive points that can be made comparing Figures 6
and 7. First, the wavenumber integration synthetics, left side of Figure 7,
agree very well with the analytic time histories, Figure 7 right, in the dis-
tance range of 25 - 350 kin, and in the time window up to 83 seconds after the
P-wave. This is significantly better in time and distance than the Bouchon
window shown in Figure 6. This is in spite of the fact that the computational
effort is roughly the same since in this case FACkV• ; w/ 1. The implication
is that if the range of interest were 1 - 250 km and the time window were still
41.67 sec, e.g.,the Bouchon box, then it should be possible to use a smaller
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Fig. 4. RDD Green's functions for L =250 kmn. All traces start at -2.0 see and end at 125 sec.
The distances and peak velocities (cm/s) are given to the right of each trace. The long dashed
box shows the Bouchon window, the light solid lines indicate the direct arrivals and those

expected from periodicity in space due to wavenumber integration, and the light short-
dashed lines the folding of these arrivals due to the temporal periodicity due to the use of a
discrete Fourier transform.

value of L to not only increase the time window but to also reduce the compu-
tation time.
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Fig. 5. RDD Green's functions for L =500 km. All traces start at -2.0 sec and end at 125 sec.

The distances and peak velocities (cm/s) are given to the right of each trace. The long dashed
box shows the Bouchon window, the light solid lines indicate the direct arrivals and those
expected from periodicity in space due to wavenumber integration, and the light short-
dashed lines the folding of these arrivals due to the temporal periodicity due to the use of a
discrete Fourier transform.

Guidance in Choosing Correct Parameters

If high frequency synthetic seismograms are desired, computer runs will
necessarily be lengthy. The criteria for choosing the time-domain damping
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Fig. 6. RDD Green's functions for L =500 km. A reduced travel time plot is used. The start

time of each trace is r/6.0 - 2.0 seconds after the origin time; r is the epicentral distance in
km. All traces are 123 seconds long. All traces start at The distances and peak velocities
(cm/s) are given to the right of each trace. The long dashed box shows the Bouchon window,
the light solid lines indicate the direct arrivals and those expected from periodicity in space
due to wavenumber integration, and the light short-dashed lines the folding of these arrivals
due to the temporal periodicity due to the use of a discrete Fourier transform.

parameter a is straightforward. The choice of the wavenuimber sampling
parameter L is not as simple. One useful technique used to settle upon a
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Fig. 7. Comparson of wavenumber integration (left) and analytic (right) RDD Green's func-
tions. For the wavenurber integration synthetics, the phase velocity filter was defined by the
window [ 16, 8, 2, 11, the Hankel function was used, and L = 500 km. For both displays, a
reduced travel time plot is used. The start time of each trace is r16.0 - 2.0 seconds after the

rigin time; r is the epicentral distance in kmn. All traces are 123 seconds long. All traces
start at The distances and peak velocities (cmls) are given to the right of each trace. In the
wavenumber integration synthetics, the light solid lines indicate the direct arrivals and
those expected from periodicity in space due to wavenumber integration, and the light short-
dashed lines the folding of these arrivals due to the temporal periodicity due to the use of a
discrete Fourier transform. Since the Hankel function is used, no wavenuinber integration
noise propagates with negative velocity.

suitable value is to keep a and NAt fixed, whilp making N small. For the Bou-
chon sampling, decreasing N by a factor of 2, should decrease the number of
samples in the k - w plane by a factor of 4. In addition, the resultant time his-
tories, consisting of low frequency components, will exhibit the same sensitiv-
ity to the choice of L as the desired high frequency time histories. Thus if the
low frequency time history looks good in terms of the wavenu~mber integra-
tion noise, the high frequency time histories also will look good.

NUMERICAL ISSUES IN EVALUATING PROPAGATOR MATRICES
The integrands in (1) are highly dependent upon the difference between

the source and receiver depths, and also, in the case of a layered, medium,
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the layer thicknesses. For a layered medium the propagator mqtrices contain
hyperbolic sine and cosine terms when k > kv, where V is either the P- or S-
wave velocity. At high frequencies or large values of vvd, where d is the layer
thickness, the size of the hyperbolic terms can quickly exceed the size of float-
ing point numbers in a computer.

This problem is handled very effectively by introducing an extended
floating point notation. The SH propagator matrix, given in the Appendix, is
of the form:

coshX bsinhX1

L asirdiX coshX

For large values of X, this can be rewritten as

A(z)1 ex[ (1+72XJ) b(I-e-2)1
2 -a ( 1 -e -2X ) ( 1+ -2X )J

Note that now the exponential terms within the matrix will now only under-
flow, and can be set to zero when X is sufficiently large. However, the leading
ex term is not multiplied, but the X value is saved. The A(z) matrix will now
look like

A(z) = eXA'(z)

and matrix multiplication of two such propagators will give

A(z1 )A(z2 ) = ex,+x2A'(zi)A'(z2 )

Computationally a "modified matrix product" is saved as are the Y Xi.
Since the expression for receiver displacements for SH waves (38) is a ratio of
two sets of propagator matrices, the resultant expression will look like

U, = ey NTMi- Y DENý well-defined-number.

If the exponential term is too small, U. is set to zero.
This artifice works well. However, there is an assumption inherent in

the use of (38) or (19) or (20), and that is that the exponential eigenfunctions
always decrease from the source to the receiver, since the propagators are
taken from the base of the layer stack to the surface and the above factoriza-
tion assumes that they increase upwards. Thus there may be some problems
with sme models having low velocity zones.

Another computational problem arises with the use of propagator matri-
ces. Harkrider (personal communication) mentioned the inherent instability
of the compound P-SV matrices at low frequencies. While this may be a
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problem in single precision, we have not found it to be so when computations
are performed in double precision.
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"APPENDIX

P-SV Propagator

The components of the 4x4 P-SV propagator from Haskell (1964) are as
follow:

a l l = y cosh vaz - (y - 1) cosh voz

a12 = - (y -1) sinh v,,z / vI,, + y v# sinh vflz/k 2

a13 = - (cosh vz- cosh vpz)/ p

a= ((k2 sinh vz / v. - v# sinh vz))/p

a21 = yva sinh vaz- k2(y,- 1) sinh vp z/v

a22= -(y - 1) cosh vz + y cosh vsz

a23= (- v, sinh vz + k2 sinh vz/ vz6 )/ p

a2A= - k 2a13

a31 =py(y- 1)(cosh vz-cosh vqz)

a3 2  P(-(y -1)2 sinh v,,z / v, + 2 v sinh vz /k2)

a33= a 22

a34= - k 2a12

a 41 = Pr 2 Va sinh vaz/k 2 - p(y- 1)2 sinh v,6z/vv#

a 42 =-a3l/k2

a 4 3 = -a21/k2

a44= all

The compound matrix of a 4x4 matrix, aij is a 6x6. However, the struc-
ture of the compound matrix A I = aikaj, - ajlajk, permits a reduction to a 5x5
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matrix, (Watson, 1970), which reduces the number of matrix multiplications
required. Associating compound matrix doublets (12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34 ),
with the indices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 1 , and defining Aý = Al ý" using the above(j),
mapping, we see that

Asj =-A 14/k 2 , j*3,4

Ai3 =-k 2AA4 , j•3,4

Ass=A44 ,

A34 = - (A44 -1) /k 2

In addition, Ab = A7 j.,7_i fori = 2 to 6 andj = 8 - i to 6.

When this matrix is multiplied by a vector, e.g., the elements of the
compound H matrices, we note that the third element of the product, G 3 , is
related to the fourth element, G4, by the relation G3 =- k2G4 . For the com-
pound H matrix, the third and fourth elements are related by H4 =- k2 H3 .
The 1x6 and 6x6 multiplication, GTA yields the same results as multiplying a
1x5 by a 5x5, G'TA" if we do the following to the G vector and the A matrices:

a) Drop the third element of the compount G.

b) Drop the third row and column of A to form the initial 5x5.

c) Multiply the off diagonal elements of the third row of the new A' by 2.

d) Define the third diagonal element A33 =2A4, - .

Thus the original 6x6 compound matrix

all al2 a 13 a 14 a 15 a 16

a 21 a 22 a 2 3 a 24 a25 a6

A = a 31 a 32 a 33 a 34 a 35 a%

a41 a42 a43 a44 a45 a4

a51 a5 2 a53 arA a5 5 a5

a6i a62 a63 a64 a65 a66

becomes

all a 12  a 14  a 15  a 16

a2 l a22  a2 a 25  a 26

A'= 2a 41 2a 4 2 2a4-1 2a 45 2a 46

a51  a62  a5 ar5  a56

afI a62 a64 a4  a66

The original compound
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G - [g 12, g 13, g 14, g15 , g16]

becomes

G' = [g11. g 2. g, .g.]

and the original compound

H T = [h ilt h2l, hsl, h4l, hsl)lhe]

becomes

n1r' = [hIll, h21, 2h 41, h6 hsil

We will compute the propagators using the primed matrices. To evaluate (19)
or (20), we can quickly define the needed unprimed vector from

ri rj
r2 r2

r3  - k 2r3

r4 r3
Ir5  r4

r6

The elements of the modified 5x5 compound propagator matrix are as
follow:

Atli = CPCQ - (A' - 1)/2

A12 = (- CQX + k2 CPY) / p

AX3 = - [(2y - 1)X 1 - CPCQ) + -rXZ/k 2 + (Y 1)k2Wy]/p

A'4 = (CPZ- k2CQW) /Ip

V5 = -[2(1- CPCQ)k2 +WYk'+XZ]/p 2

A -'l = p[ _ (r - 1)2CQW+ Y2CpZ/k 2]

A22 = CPCQ

A'23 = (- 1)CQW - yCPZ/k 2 ]

A = -WZ
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X1= 2pyy- 1)X2y - 1)(1 _ CPCQ) + r3XZ / k' + (y _ 1)3 k2Wy]

A'2= 2I[rCQX - k2(y _ 1)Cpy]

A'33 .I.+ 2[2r(y - 1)(1-CpCQ)+ y2XZ/k 2 + (y -1)
2 k2Wy]

A34= - 2k 2A'23

A'5 =- 2k 2All3

Al=p[-_y 2CQX /k2 +(y _1) 2Cpy)

A42 = -Xy

A43 = - -A'3 2 /k 2

,Aý4 = A2

A'51 = - P, [(r -1)2 (2(l~ CpCQ)y2 + (y -1)2 WYk 2 +y 4XZ /k21 / k 2

A'5 = A~j1

CPCQ = COSP * COSQ

CQW =COSQ *W WY=W*Y
CQX =COSQ* X WZ=W*Z

and



COSP = cosh vaz X Va= sih vaz
COSQ = cosh vpz Y = sinh vpz/vp
W = sinh v~z/v. Z= vp sinh voz

For a fluid layer, the values of the vertical displacement and stress must
be propagated, but reduce the need for complicated if constructs in the pro-
gram, the radial stress and displacement values are propagated unchanged
in this modified matrix. The true 2x2 propagator matrix for a fluid consists of
the inner 2x2 submatrix. The propagator used is as follows:

l 0 0 0
a(z)= 0 coshv~z -V fsinhvaz/p 0

0 -psinhvz/v,,z cosh v1z 0
s0 0 0 1

The corresponding 5x5 modified compound propagator matrix is

cosh vz -v. sinhv,,z/p 0 0 0
-p sinh v,,z / v= cosh vz 0 0 0

A(z) 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 coshvaz psinh v, z /v
0 0 0 -vasinhvaz/p cosh v z

SH Propagator
The components of the 2x2 SH propagator follow follow the Herrmann

(1979) modification of the Haskell (1964) matrices to factor out an appraent
singularity at w = 0.:

= [= cosh vpz sinh vOz/pfl2vp 1A(z) = 2pVe sinh vfz cosh vpz

If the top or bottom layers of the structure are fluid, a pseudo-
propagator is introduced for SH to avoid the use of complicated if structures
in the source program with the following matrix:

A(z) =[ 1f0

Functional Form of Integrands as co -* 0 or k >> k,.in

Explicit expressions for the earthquake and explosion double couples for
surface receiver and a buried source in a halfspace were given by Herrmann
and Wang (1985). This required care in taking the limits of all the terms in
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the specific expressions.
For each Green's functions, we may wish to evaluate an integral of the

form:

JnKm = kme-"hJ,(kr)dk.
0

Specific forms can be found by integration and differentiaion of the Sommer-
feld integral with respect to r or z.

For the Green's functions, the asymptotic form was evaluated, and since
only two wavenumber values, k, and k2, are used, two constants are defined
needed. In addition, F12 and F 15 vary as k-1 for large k. To handle this case
stably the amsyptotic fit is made to kF 12 and to kF15 . Table A.1 shows the
particular asymptotic coefficients evaluated. The lowest order term is k is
that which results from taking the limits. By combining this table with the
expresion in (1), the necessary integrals are defined.
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Table A. 1. Functional fit to asymptotic trend

F, Asymptotc Fit Function Fit

F, (Bk +Ck 2 )6-" F,
F2  (A+Bk)e-" F2
F3  (Bk +Ck 2)e-k F3
F4  (A+Bk)&-" F4
Fr, (Bk+Ck 2 )e-k F5

F6  (A +Bk)e -k F6
F7  (Bk +Ck 2)e-k F7
F8  (A+ Bk)e-" F8
F9  (Bk + Ck 2 )e-kh F9

Flo (A +Bk)e-" Flo
F11  (Bk+Ck 2 )e-kh Fl,
F12  (A+Bk)e -k kF12
F13  (A + Bk)e-k F13
F14  (A+Bk)e -k F14
F15  (A +Bk)e -k kFl5
F16  (Bk+Ck 2 )e-kh F16
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The necessary integrals are

n m JnKm

00!

0 1 R3

2h
2 _ r2

6 z F 9 zr 20 3 RR7

1 -1 r

o I 1-rr( 1R)
1 1 r

1 2
12rh2 - 3r3

1 3

1i (1r
2 1
2 2 3r 2

2 3 15hr22 3
R7

R2=r 2+h 2
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SPECTRAL EXAMINATION OF THE 16 JUNE 1992 EARTHQUAKE

AND QUARRY BLAST NEAR EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

K.D. Hutchenson and R.B. Herrm-.nn

ABSTRACT

On 16 June 1992, an mLg 2.3 earthquake occurred in southwest-
ern Indiana, near Evansville. This area is part of the Illinois
Basin coal belt, an area of active surface mines with numerous
strip-mine blasts daily. The co-location of earthquakes and
strip-mine blasts enable spectral comparisons without signifi-
cant concern for differences due to path propagation effects.

Discriminating between the two types of events can be done
visually due to the distinctive appearance of the Rg phase in
strip-mine blasts and high frequency coda of earthquakes. A
strong Rg phase is indicative of shallow source depths. How-
ever, earthquakes previously located at shallow depths else-
where within the Illinois Basin do not exhibit a distinctive Rg
phase, indicating either poor control in focal depth determina-
tion or a fundamental difference in source mechanism. Visual
and spectral examination shows that earthquakes are richer in
energy at higher frequencies than strip-mine blasts. Earth-
quakes have significant energy at 20-30 Hz, while the significant
energy content of blasts is closer to 10 Hz. The significant differ-
ence compared to previous earthquake-nuclear explosion dis-
criminant studies is that the chemical explosion has reduced
high frequency content compared to the earthquake.

INTRODUCTION

On 16 June 1992, an mL, 2.3 earthquake occurred in southwestern Indi-
ana near Evansville. The earthquake was recorded by the Central Missis-
sippi Valley Seismic Network (CMVSN) (Figure 1). Although this area is not
as seismically active as the New Madrid Seismic Zone to the southwest, small
earthquakes (1.7 __ mL 5- 2.9) are not infrequent, averaging one instrumen-
tally located event every thirteen months since September 1982. This study
was prompted by the fortuitous co-location of the 16 June earthquake (only
the third digitally recorded earthquake located in this area) with a nearby
strip-mine blast of similar size (mLg 2.65) which occurred just hours after the
earthquake (Figure 2).
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Fig. 1. Seismicity map for the New Madrid Seismic Zone, Illinois Basin, and surrounding
areas showing the CMVSN stations. Two insets show the Illinois Basin outline (after
Collinson et al., 1988) and the area of study in eastern Illinois and southwestern Indiana (cir-
cles (W) show prior seismicity, with the two squares (W) denoting the 1 May 1985 and 16 June
1992 events; asterisks (*) show two strip mine blasts at the same location.

The primary purpose of this paper is to examine the distinguishing fea-
tures between the earthquake (19:28:49.0 UT) and strip-mine blast
(23:11:13.6 UT) of 16 June 1992 (Figure 1) on the basis of several attributes,
including spectral differences. In addition, these results will be compared
with similar events, both in the immediate area and elsewhere within the
Illinois Basin. It will be shown that differentiating between these earth-
quakes and strip-mine blasts within the Illinois Basin is rather trivial.

The intent of this study is not to blindly apply regional nuclear explo-
sion-earthquake discrimination results from other areas (e.g. Pomeroy et al.,
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Fig. 2. WDIN analog record segment of 16 June 1992 showing the earthquake and several
strip-mine blasts. The events with the low frequency "ttil" (coda) are strip-mine blasts (three
within 50 ka; three more farther away). As shown by this seismogram rgment, strip-mine
blasts and earthquakes are quite different in appearance, primarily in the appearance of the

surface wave with respect to the bay wave arrivals. The majority of the "events" on this
record are associated with vehicular traffic.

1982; Bennett and Murphy, 1986; Taylor et al., 1989), but to examine
observed characteristics which may aid in separating these two events. The
differences are due to the nature of the source; low yield nuclear explosions
are considered point sources while large strip-mine blasts are a series of
sources. However, this area would provide a good test case for more detailed
work, in that events have both similar size (ml,,) and location, except for
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depth. Discrimination studies undertaken elsewhere within the Illinois
Basin and the New Madrid seismic zone have examined the classical discrim-
inants (Amjad, 1991).

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The Illinois Basin (600 km by 320 km) is located primarily in Illinois,
extending into Indiana, and Kentucky (Collinson et al., 1988) (Figure 1). The
Paleozoic sedimentary fill (primarily carbonates with lesser amounts of silt-
stone/shale and sandstones) range in age from Early/Middle Cambrian to
Early Permian. Parts of the basin are capped by Pleistocene loess deposits of
varying thickness (Willman and Frye, 1970). The thickest sediments are
along the southern border of the basin, in central and southern Illinois,
southwestern Indiana, and western Kentucky, thinning both depositionally
and erosionally towards the basin boundaries.

The Wabash River (boundary between Illinois and Indiana) area has
been examined in prior geological and geophysical studies (Bristal and
Buschbach, 1971; Bristal and Treworgy, 1979; Ault and Sullivan, 1982; Ault
et al., 1985; Nelson and Bauer, 1987). Many high-angle normal faults have
been mapped trending NNE, subparallel to the Wabash River. Offsets along
the faults may diminish with depth (Sexton et al., 1988).

Seismic activity has been reported in the eastern Illinois, western Indi-
ana area since the 1800's (Nuttli, 1983). The Wabash River Seismic Zone
(WRSZ) was identified as a result of the seismic activity and the many
mapped faults (Nuttli and Brill, 1981). The WRSZ has been considered a
source zone in terms of hazard analysis (Barstow et al., 1981). However,
recent work (Taylor, 1991) has argued that the WRSZ is not a separate zone
and should be included together with eastern Illinois as one zone. Seismic
activity in eastern Illinois, including the largest event recorded by the
CMVSN (Taylor et al., 1989), may be associated with basement structures in
the region (Hamburger and Rupp, 1988; Pratt et al., 1989; Taylor, 1991).

In addition to the historical and instrumentally located seismic activity
along the Wabash River, there are numerous strip mine blasts. Surface
mines are quarrying coal from Pennsylvanian deposits (Hasenmueller and
Carr, 1983; Hasenmueller and Wiegand, 1980 (rev. 1985); Harper, 1985).
Many artificial events are recorded by the CMVSN on a weekly basis.

DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the seismic activity in the New Madrid Seismic Zone
and Illinois Basin area. Insets show the study area in southwestern Indiana
and eastern Illinois, with the located seismicity and several strip-mine blasts.
Also shown are the CMVSN stations, especially WDIN and BPIL, which are
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used in the following analysis. WDIN (Wadesville, IN), is located approxi-
mately 40 km from the active strip mines, while BPIL (Belle Praire, IL) is
farther away, nearly 100 km from the active mines.

Table 1
Station Locations

Station Location Lat Lon
('N) (OW)

BPIL Belle Praire, IL 38.20 88.59
CCMO Creve Coeur, MO 38.72 90.47
CSIL Creal Springs, IL 37.63 88.79
CIRL Cave In Rock, IL 37.51 88.11
DON Dongola, MO 37.18 89.93
ELC Elco, IL 37.28 89.23
FVM French Village, MO 37.98 90.43
GOIL Rosebud, IL 37.29 88.58
NHIL New Haven, IL 37.93 88.17
SLM St. Louis, MO 38.64 90.24
TYS Tyson Valley, MO 38.53 90.57
WDIN Wadesville, IN 38.09 87.72
WDIL West Salem, IL 38.50 88.07

While several permanent CMVSN stations are located along the
Wabash River, most lie on the Illinois side (Table 1). The network has been in
operation since 1974. All sites have vertical component seismometers
(IA-C's) except for FVM and SLM which have three component Benioff seis-
mometers. Data are telemetered to St. Louis University where they are digi-
tized at 100 Hz.

Table 2 lists the parameters of all seismicity recorded in the study area,
in addition to several strip-mine blasts. Only three of the earthquakes were
digitally recorded. Of these, two are used in this study; the 13 February 1987
event is virtually unusable due to poor signal-to-noise.

Two digitally recorded earthquakes (1 May 1985 and 16 June 1992) and
two recent strip-mine blasts of similar size are examined in this study. Each
event was located using a version of FASTHYPO (Herrmann, 1979a) with the
UPLANDS velocity model (Stauder et al., 1991) and available CMVSN sta-
tions (Table 1 and Figure 1). In addition, station BLO (Bloomington, IN)
reported phase data for several of the events (M. Hamburger, pers. comm.), as
did several Kentucky stations (LLKY, MOKY, SMKY, and SOKY) (R. Street,
pers. comm.), aiding in their location, especially with depth. Due to the sta-
tion geometry, error ellipses for all events, both blasts and earthquakes in the
Wabash River Valley, are generally oriented in a NE-SW direction.
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Table 2
Earthquakes and strip mine blasts in southwestern Indiana

Date Time) Lat Lon Depth mb comments
(UT) (°N) (OW) (kin)

2 Sep 1982 11:30:59.3 37.95 87.75 12.0 1.3 analog only
4 Jun 1984 19:16:48.9 38.02 87.03 5.0 2.3 analog only

30 Jul 1984 12:57:25.7 38.16 87.37 10.0 1.7 analog only
1 Sep 1984 18:27:44.2 38.04 87.29 10.0 1.8 analog only

1 May 1985 01:16:27.9 37.99 87.61 1.4 2.9 digital *
10 Jan 1986 19:54:52.0 38.16 87.58 10.0 2.5 analog only
13 Feb 1987 16:44:51.2 38.18 87.47 5.0 2.5 digital
16 Feb 1987 16:27:06.2 38.18 87,22 5.0 2.5 analog only
16 Jun 1992 19:28:49.0 38.06 87.46 2.0 2.3 digital -

16 Jun 1992 23:11:13.6 38.11 87.39 0.1 2.65 strip mine blast *
24 Jul 1992 15:23,15.4 38.11 87,31 0.1 2.50 strip mine blast *

'relocated with CMVSN, BLO, and KY stations; however depths are from archive files

Each of the four events selected for further processing where relocated
as part of this study. When only the CMVSN stations were used, the earth-
quakes relocated with depths between 10-12 km and the strip-mine blasts at
0.0 km (at the surface). After adding BLO and the Kentucky stations, it was
interesting to note that the earthquakes relocated at relatively shallow
depths (= 2.0 km) while the strip-mine blasts located at much deeper depths
(6-12 km) (Table 2). The velocity model for this area will need to be improved
to accurately determine depths to the earthquakes without portable stations
in the field.

Waveforms for the four selected events are shown in Figure 3 for sta-
tions WDIN and BPIL. Each trace is preceded by 1.0 second of background
noise prior to the P-wave arrival. Strip-mine blasts occurring in the Illinois
Basin are distinctive and easily recognizable from earthquakes (Figure 2 and
Figure 3). All have a low-frequency Rg phase (a fundamental mode surface
wave with a period of 0.25 to 3.0 seconds), usually with a larger amplitude
Airy phase. Higher mode Rg phases are occasionally discernible in the time
series. The shape of the Rg phase coda varies with distance and source loca-
tion (due to differences in sediment thickness) within the Illinois Basin
(Hutchenson et al., 1990; Hutchenson and Herrmann, 1991). A distinctive Rg
phase and coda are characteristic of shallow-source events (B1th, 1975;
Shapiro, 1988; Kafka, 1990). Strip-mine blasts in open-pit mines are shallow
source events, although not necessarily point sources.
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Fig. 3. A sequence of four time histories recorded at BPIL and WDIN. For each station, the
upper two traces correspond to two different blast, and the lower two traces to two different
earthquake recordings. The June 16, 1992 earthquake and blast time histories are included.
Annotation shows distance (DIST), azimuth (AZ), maximum ground motion (in cm/sec) and
sample rate (DT). The low frequency Rg coda is very pronounced in the blasts at WDIN. The
Rg coda is not as pronounced at BPIL for the two blasts, but the S phase arrivals on the two
earthquakes are more distinct.
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Earthquakes generally occur at greater depths than blasts. As such,
earthquakes do not usually have the characteristic low-frequency Rg coda
associated with shallow-source events. Reported shallow-source earthquakes
are discussed later in this section. The frequency content of earthquakes is
higher, with P-, S-, and sometimes Lg, as the only identifiable phases.
Finally, the earthquake codas decay much more rapidly.

The signals of the earthquake and strip-mine blast of 16 June 1992
were first examined using multiple filter analysis to permit something like a
sonogram display (Dziewonski et al., 1969). Herrmann (1973, 1987) modified
the technique to estimate spectral amplitudes of various modes. This moving
window analysis is normally used for obtaining surface-wave dispersion but
also indicates apparent velocities of body waves. The displacement in the
time domain caused by a dispersed, propagating, multimode wave at a dis-
tance r can be represented by

fit, r) = - F(w, r) eiwt dw (1)

or

1 M
fit, r) = 2 f IAj(w, r) ei(wt- kjr) dw (2)fit,, r) =

where t is time, w is angular frequency, kj is the wave number of the j'th
mode, Aj is the complex amplitude of the j'th mode, and M is the highest
mode in the signal (a total of M + 1 modes). The signal is then filtered with a
symmetric Gaussian band-pass signal H(w) of the form

H(w)={ exp(-a(w-w") 2 / W2) Iw-wo(wcl
0 W - w' > w I(

where a is a filter parameter, wo0 is the filter center frequency, and wo = wo. ± w0,
is the cutoff frequency for the filter. The resultant time filtered signal repre-
senting a multi-mode signal is of the form

W.( Ir 2 Mg Wo~~ - •A 3 (wo, r). (4)g(t, r) = - Aj W,0o4

exp[i(w ot - k ojr)] exp [- w t _

where U,3 is the group velocty of the j'th mode at frequency o = wo.
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The envelope of the signal is formed using the Hilbert transform. The
group velocity of a particular phase is determined from the time of the peak
envelope amplitude. To define or separate various phases or modes, a mini-
mum separation of 2 td is required, where

= = To (5)0o ) 9

T0 is the period corresponding to frequency (o.. For separations less than 2 td,

the observed envelope maxima will not be the true mode maxima, but a com-
plex sum of the modal amplitudes (Herrmann, 1973).

The envelope maxima for both the earthquake and strip-mine blast
recorded at WDIN on 16 June, 1992, are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. In this
display, the contours of constant amplitude are shown. The small square, cir-
cle and triangle and plus symbols indicate the largest through the fourth
largest spectral peaks, respectively, at a given filter period. The apparent P-
phase velocity of the earthquake is shown with a velocity between 6.0 to 6.3
km/sec, while that of the blast is slightly slower, a high frequency arrival
near 6.3 km/sec, similar to the earthquake, but with strong secondary
arrivals between 5.6 to 6.0 km/sec. At this short distance, this may reflect a
slightly different ray path from the source to station because of the shallow-
ness of the blast and because of the very thick sedimentary rock section in
the region ( > 3 kin).

The Lg/S-phase arrival times for each event are similar, both traveling
near 3.5 to 3.75 km/sec. However, note the large difference in frequency con-
tent in the signal. The Lg-phase arrival of the earthquake is not obvious
below 15 Hz while the strip-mine blast shows several maxima between 3 to
15 Hz with little signal content above 15 Hz.

Two body wave arrivals are shown on both the earthquaAe and strip-
mine blast with velocities near 4.6 and 5.0 km/sec. These arrivals are also
observable in the time series waveform. Both arrivals exhibit similar veloci-
ties, regardless of source location. The arrivals may be reflections or refrac-
tions from several of the known groups in the vicinity, for example, the Chat-
tanooga shale or Eau Claire formation (Sexton et al., 1986).

The fundamental mode Rg-phase and at least one, strong higher mode
are visible for the blast. The fundamental mode is visible (extreme lower left-
hand corner of the contour plot) with a group velocity between 1.0 to 2.0
kmn/sec and frequency between 0.5 and 2.0 Hz. The higher mode is visible
(the next maxima towards the upper right of the figure) with a group velocity
between 1.5 to 2.9 kn/sec and frequency of 1.0 to 3.2 Hz.

Other contours represent incoherent energy due to either noise or scat-
tering. As a particular feature of the contouring, the incoherent energy may
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Fig. 4a. Envelope maxima as a function of frequency for the earthquake of 16 June 1992 at
WDIN. The 40.96 seconds of recorded signal are shown on the far right in linear time. To
its left is the same signal plotted as a function of group velocity to assist in relating the
observed signal arrivals to specific group velocities.

be at a higher level than any coherent energy. For example, note the low fre-
quency (0.70 to 3.0 Hz) band on the earthquake (Figure 4a). It is not coher-
ent but is low frequency information with an apparent group velocity greater
than 2.0 km/sec. Likewise, the points along the top margin at all frequencies
represent noise energy with apparent group velocities greater than 6.5
krm/sec. The apparent absence of information in the 3 to 12 Hz band is a
direct result of the incoherent energy mapped along the top of the figure. In
this same band for the explosion (Figure 4b), the coherent information is at a
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Fig. 4b. Envelope maxima as a function of frequency for the strip-mine blast of 16 June 1992
at WDIN. A well-developed fundamental and at least one higher mode are visible in the
lower left corner of the group velocity contours, between 1.0 to 2.9 km/sec and 0.5 to 3.2 Hz.

higher level than the incoherent noise. Information observable from the con-
tours is also directly observable in individual spectra.

The spectral content of the P, Lg, and Rg phases were examined in addi-
tional detail at both WDIN and BPIL. Each spectra contains 512 data sam-
ples, obtained from a velocity window using the limits defined by the group
velocity maxima of each phase (Dziewonski et al., 1959; Herrmann, 1973).
The P-phase spectra were windowed between 5.0 and 6.5 km/sec at both sta-
tions. The Lg phase spectra were windowed between 2.5 to 4.0 km/sec at
WDIN and 3.0 to 4.0 km/sec at BPIL. Finally, the Rg phase spectra were
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windowed between 0.5 to 2.5 kmlsec, the window near!y overlapping with
those of the Lg phase at WDIN.

The windowed time series were detrended, then tapered with a 10%
cosine taper applied to each end of the window to help remove high frequen-
cies associated with edge effects. A Fast Fourier Transform technique (Her-
rmann, 1987) was used to calculate each of the displacement spectra. Finally,
the spectra were corrected to ground motion at the observed distance by
removing instrument effects. No distance correction is applied since source
estimates are not made. Spectra for each phase, event, and station are
shown on the same scale in Figures 5 through 8.
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Fig. 5. P-phase spectra, WD[N for the traces shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 6. P-phase spectra, BPIL for the traces shown in Figure 3.

The spectra for each phase and station confirm the frequency content
observed in the seismograms (Figures 2 and 3). These earthquakes generally
have P-phase corner frequencies near 10 Hz, with significant energy up to
20-30 Hz. Strip-mine blasts, however, have much lower P-phase corner fre-
quencies, closer to 4-6 Hz, and high frequency energy is usually not obvious
above 10 Hz.

A comparison of the recordings of the same event at the different sta-
tions shows similarity in spectra, with the exception of the 920724 blast
because of the low S/N ratio at BPIL. In addition, at a given station, the spec-
tra of the two blasts and of the two earthquakes are also very similar. Thus
the site effects at the stations are either not affecting the spectral shapes or
are affecting them in the same manner. The blast spectra at BPIL and WAIN
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Fig. 7. Lg-phase spectra, WDIN for the traces shown in Figure 3.

show a pronounced, isolated spectral peak btween 1.5 and 3.5 Hz. Since this

is not as apparent in the noise or earthquake spectra, this must be a feature

of the strip-mine explosion. In fact, the modulation of the W-DIN recordings of

the 920616 blast between I and 8 Hz is characteristic of that due to ripple fir-

ing (Baumgardt and Ziegler, 1988).

The significant conclusion, then, from examining the P-wave spectra is

that the earthquakes are richer in higher frequencies than the strip-mine

blasts with higher corner frequencies. This is opposite of the results one

would expect from theoretical spectral estimates between earthquakes and

nuclear explosions (Evernden et al., 1986). Studies for nuclear explosions

and earthquakes in the western United States suggest similar findings (Mur-

phy and Bennett, 1982; Bennett and Murphy, 1986, Taylor et al., 1989; Chael,
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1988, 1991).

Results for the Lg phase are similar. The Lg spectra for the blasts show
significantly higher low frequency energy (0.8 to 5 Hz) while the earthquake
spectra are richer in energy at higher frequencies (> 8 Hz). This is similar to
the trends observed in the P-wave spectra. A spectral peak is seen in some of
the blast spectra in the 1 - 3 Hz range, but the spectral modulation is not
readily apparent. Another interesting feature is that the Lg- and P-wave
spectral levels are about the same for the same station-event tuple.

The Rg and Lg spectral results are similar in terms of frequency con-
tent. However, note that at station BPIL, the farthest from the source, the
spectral level is almost indistinguishable from the background noise for the
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earthquake; only the strip-mine blast spectra shows energy in the 0.4 to 2 Hz
band.

No focal mechanisms have been obtained for earthquakes in this area
due to the size of the events and the CMVSN station distribution. It is
assumed in this study that the earthquakes all have similar mechanisms,
with fault planes trending NNE or NNW. This assumption is based on the
general NNE trend of mapped faults and basement structures in the inmmedi-

ate area (Pratt et al., 1989; Sexton et al., 1986; Nelson and Lumm, 1984), or
from extending the La Salle Anticlinal Belt through the basement in this
area (Hamburger and Rupp, 1988). Most workers agree that current seismic-
ity is the result of reactivated N-S trending basement faults, dissimilar to the
E-W structures of the Cottage Grove-Rough Creek Fault Systems (Nelson
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and Lumm, 1984). The few focal mechanisms for the nearest earthquakes in
Illinois (Hei rrann, 1979b; Taylor et al., 1989) may be associated with the La
Salle Anticlinal Belt (Hamburger and Rupp, 1988). Thus, the relative event
levels at a given station should reflect effects of the source-time function, not
radiation patterns. If true, then the earthquake spectra can be directly com-

pared.

This may not be the case for the strip-mine blasts. Many of the strip
mine shots are patterned averaging three rows, two decks, and approxi-
mately a hundred holes per shot. Azimuthal effects may be important, but
they cannot be resolved with this data set.
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A remaining question of importance is whether shallow earthquakes in
the region exhibit similar Rg codas. One hundred one (101) events were
found in the CMVSN event catalog with depths less than 4.0 km between 370
to 4 0 ' N latitude and 86.50 to 92.50 W longitude. Many of these are within
the Illinois Basin (Figure 11). Well-located earthquakes in the basin gener-
ally locate at average depths of approximately 10.0 to 11.0 km. The catalog
shows a strong correlation of depths at 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 km, the default loca-
tion depths. No shallow-depth earthquakes have been reported by the
CMVSN in Indiana; however, it is recognized that depth is poorly constrained
outside the coverage area of the CMVSN stations. All events used in this
study were relocated, with particular emphasis on depth.

-91.0 -90.0 -89.0 -88.0 -87.0 -86.0
4 0 . . ... . .. 0 ... . . 4 . . . . ...i . . ... ..- 4 0 . 0
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Fig. 11. Shallow earthquakes reported in the the Illinois Basin and eastern Missouri in rela-
tion the CMVSN stations.

Waveforms for several reported "shallow-depth" events (Table 3) are
shown in Figures 12 through 14 at various CMVSN stations. Although nomi-
nally shallow (< 4.0 kin), none have the low-frequency Rg coda typical of shal-
low events. The implication is that either the sources were deeper than the
layered sedimentary rock waveguide, or, more likely, the published bulletin
depths are in error due to poor depth control.

Shallow earthquakes do occur within or on the boundaries of the illi-
nois Basin. An earthquake that occurred on 14 August 1965 in southern Illi-
nois produced a short period dispersed surface wave on a World Wide
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CMVSN stations. The traces are annotated with station name, peak velocity in cm/sec, epi-
central distance, and azimuth (02s relative to north). Note that the waveforms at stations
FVMZ and SLMZ have a noticeably different character. Both have a narrower instrument
response with a lower passband. As a result, the high frequency information seen in the
other CMVSN stations is not observed. However, short period Rg waves are not seen either.

Standard Seismic Network (WWSSN) long-period (LP) instrument (FLO in
St. Louis) for a path length of 200 km (Herrmann, 1974; Herrmann and Nut-
ti, 1975). This observation was possible only because the LP instrument fil-
tered out the high-frequency Lg signal. This mb 3.8 event was assigned a
depth of 1.0 kmn based on surface-wave modeling (Herrmann, 1974). No
broader bandwidth recordings of this event exist since the CMVSN was not
installed until 1974 (Stauder et al., 1991).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The occurrence of earthquakes in the same region as active strip inines
allows a direct comparison of the appearance and spectral content of each
event type. Arguments that differences in signal character of body waves are
due to path propagation effects are weakened when both types of events are
located in the same vicinity, assuming that the depth effect is small, and
when the same stations record both types of events. Events similarly located

also reduce the variability found in phase onsets, phase appearance, and par-
ticular phases found from various sites (Gupta and Hartenberger, 1981).
Results in this study are similar in these respects to similar studies using
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nuclear explosion and earthquakes (i.e. Chael, 1988, 1991).

On analog or digital recordings (Figures 2 and 3), the appearance of the
strip-mine blast and earthquake signals allow for visual discrimination
between the two. Signals from strip-mine blasts have a distinctive Rg phase,
most with a large-amplitude Airy phase, indicative of shallow-source events
(B9th, 1975; Shapiro, 1988; Kafka, 1990). Earthquakes, even presumably
shallow earthquakes in the Illinois Basin, lack the well-developed Rg phawe
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and have rapidly decaying codas. The lack of a well-developed Rg phase in
reported shallow earthquakes quite probably indicates poor depth control in
the earthquake catalog; these events, reported at a shallow depth, are thus
inferred to occur much deeper. At least one demonstratably shallow earth-
quake prior to the installation of the CMVSN has produced surface waves
(Herrmann, 1974; Herrmann and Nuttli, 1975), indicating most earthquakes
are deeper. Finally, the onset of the P, S, and sometimes Lg, phases are more
impulsive for earthquakes than for the strip-mine blasts.

Aside from visual discrimination, the spectral content also shows differ-
ences. The corner frequencies of the P-wave spectra are lower for the blast
than for the earthquakes. In addition, the energy content in the high-
frequency passband (10-30 Hz) is higher for earthquakes than for strip-mine
blasts. This result is similar to prior studies of regional discriminants in the
Western U.S. and Central Asia (Balapan) designed to distinguish between
nuclear explosions and earthquakes (Bennett et al., 1992). These studies
have shown both Pg and Lg spectra richer in higher frequency energy, espe-
cially between 3 to 6A1z2 (Murphy and Bennett, 1982; Bennett and Murphy,
1986; Bennett et al, 1992), in comparisons of spectral ratio in the I to 2 Hz
and 6 to 8 Hz passbands (Taylor et al., 1989), and at frequencies between 10
to 30 Hz (Chael, 1988, 1991).

Results for Lop Nor, the Chinese test site, indicate the opposite (Bennett
et al., 1992). Earthquakes exhibit greater low frequency energy while the
nuclear explosions wer',- enhanced at the higher frequencies. In addition, the
raw waveforms showed a more prominent Rg phase (larger amplitude, but
not larger than S or Lg) than the explosions at one of the stations.

Theoretical source models suggest that explosions should be richer in
high frequency energy primarily due to the differences in corner frequency
and spectral rolloff rates (Evernden et al., 1986; Walter and Priestly, 1991).
In this case, the earthquake has lower high frequency content than the explo-
sion at fixed low frequency levels because of the larger source dimension
(lower stress drop) of the earthquake relative to the point source nuclear
explosion. Our study finds the opposite effect for the same reason. For a
given high frequency level, used to assign the event magnitude, the earth-
quake appears as a point source while the strip-mine explosion appears as an
extended source. This is not surprising, given the large spatial dimensions of
the strip-mine shots as well as the time delays inherent to ripple-firing.

This observation may serve to distinguish point sources from dis-
tributed sources for small events. The implication in a proliferation environ-
ment is that one must look at attributes other than P- or Lg-wave spectral
content to define the nuclear explosion (path attenuation, earthquake radia-
tion patterns, etc.). The appearance of the Rg wave and signal complexity
may provide an answer.
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Finally, the occurrence of earthquakes in this region, and elsewhere
within the Illinois Basin, are apparently the result of movement along exist-
ing Paleozoic basement structures (Hamburger and Rupp, 1988; Pratt et al.,
1989; Taylor, 1991). While a concern of the public, it cannot be reasonably
argued that earthquakes in this region are a result of any current blasting or
mining activity. Unlike other areas where a spatial association with mining
exists (ie McGarr, 1984; Gibowicz, 1990), no temporal association between
earthquakes and strip-mine blasts have been found in this area. The spatial
association is due to the location of Paleozoic basement structures beneath
easily obtainable surface coal resources.

While seismicity has been associated with active mining operations
(McGarr, 1984; Gibowicz, 1990), it is rare with surface mining (Gibowicz,
1990). Events have occurred as a result of coal mining operations in Poland.
However, the induced events in that area appear to be triggered by two
actions, a decrease in the vertical stress, caused by the removal of the over-
burden (nearly 300 meters) and an increase in the effective stress, due to
decreasing pore pressure as a result of groundwater withdrawal (Gibowicz,
1990). Obtainable coal resources (strip-mines, not underground mines)
occurs at shallower depths in Illinois and Indiana, about a third less overbur-
den is removed.
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DISCOURSE ON THE USE OF SHORT PERIOD SURFACE WAVES

AS A DEPTH DISCRIMINANT

R.B. Herrmann

ABSTRACT

Consideration of the usefulness of short-period surface wave
recordings in a regional discrimination environment is pre-
sented. These signals are not evidence of an explosion, but
rather of shallow source depth. If independent estimates of the
event seismic moment are available, the presence or absence of a
short-period recording can be used as a depth constraint on the
event, which of itself may be a strong discriminant.

INTRODUCTION
It is accepted that the observation of a short period surface wave is an

indication of a shallow source depth. This general statement is based on
numerous observations of mining activity which produce the characteristic
short period surface waves seen on seismograms. The theoretical basis lies in
the fact that the surface wave excitation can be related to the product of an
eigenfunction sampled at source depth and another at receiver depth divided
by a depth integral of an eigenfunction squared. Since short period surface
wave eigenfunctions do not penetrate very deep, the surface wave recorded at
the surface and generated by a shallow source will be significantly larger
than one generated by a deeper source (Tsai and Aki, 1969; Herrmann, 1974).

This observation is typically used by regional seismologists to classify
events as not being earthquakes. The strong assumption is that shallow
earthquakes either do not occur, or have sufficient signal complexity to over-
whelm the coherent short period surface wave. This is not always true.

Figure 1 presents WWSSN long-period recordings of a small, mbL. = 3.8,
earthquake that occurred near Cairo, Illinois on August 14, 1965 (Herrmann
and Nuttli, 1975). This earthquake was only felt over a short distance of 15
km, but did cause intensity VII damage (Nuttli and Zollweg, 1974) and led to
Nuttli's (1973) development of the mbLg magnitude scale. This was an earth-
quake since no large coal strip mines were nearby which would have shot off
greater than 100 tons of explosive. This earthquake did generate observable
surface waves on long period WWSSN seismographs 1400 km away (Her-
rmann, 1974) and analysis yielded strike-slip focal mechanism, seismic
moment of 2.9 1021 dyne-cm and a depth of 1.5 km (Herrmann, 1979).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of observed and predicted waveforms recorded on the OXF and FLO
long-period instruments for the August 14, 1965 earthquake. The stations are 300 and 200
kin, respectivwy, from the source. The 15-100 WWSSN LP seismographs had gains of 3.0K

We conclude that shallow earthquakes can also generate short period
surface waves that can be observed at regional distances. Hence one must be
cautious about their use as an event type discrimninant.

Another statement made concerning regional recordings is that there is
little value in studying the short-period surface wave since it does not propa-
gate to large distances. The previous example implies that under proper con-
ditions of correct recording instrument and band and with a relatively uni-
form waveguide, as in the central United States, these waves can be
observed.

If this is the case, then can they be useful for the discrimination prob-
lem?

DEPTH CONSTRAINTS

The key point is that the presence short-period surface wave is a source
depth indicator and not a source classifier. In a discrimination context, if it
can be shown that an event is greater than 3 kin, perhaps, then the event is
most likely not an explosion. The event can then be confidently identified as
an earthquake and eliminated from further consideration. In the today's
environment of automatic event location and classification, it would be inter-
esting to consider how surface wave information can be incorporated.

The first step is to generate synthetic surface-wave seismograms for
point earthquake and explosion sources as a function of source depth. The
ground motions generated can then be passed through different instruments
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and a peak recorded amplitude read off. The WWSSN short- and long-period
responses are used in this example. Table 1 presents the crustal model used.
This model is one that the author has used for synthetic seismogram program
development and describes P-wave first arrivals and long-period surface-
wave dispersion in the central U. S. well. The upper kilometer is assumed
representative of the Paleozoic sedimentary section in the mid-continent.

Table 1
Central U. S. Earth Model

H VP Vs P QP Qs
(km) (km/s) (km/s) (gm/cm3 )

1 5.00 2.89 2.50 200 100
9 6.10 3.52 2.70 1200 600

10 6.40 3.70 2.90 1200 600
20 6.70 3.87 3.00 8000 4000

8.15 4.70 3.40 8000 4000

Synthetic seismograms were generated at distances of 100 and 1000
km for a point explosion and for a strike-slip earthquake source observ,-d at
an azimuth of 22' from strike. The source time function had a duration of 0.4
seconds, which would not affect the long period recordings. It also should not
affect the 1 Hz surface wave on the short period instrument. The duration
may also be typical of an event with seismic moment of 10 22 dyne-cm.

To present the results of the computations in a form useful for discrimi-
nation studies, a plot is made of the seismic moment required to produce a
threshold amplitude on the seismogram for the event depth. This threshold
is taken to be 0.1 cm, which is the limit of what can be seen and measured on
photographic seismograms. Figure 2 presents such information. Figure 2a is
for the long-period instrument and Figure 2b is for the short period inSLru-
ment. The striking feature is that the explosion and strike-slip earthquake
give identical observed amplitudes at shallow depth. Beneath the Paleozic
layer, differences are seen, with the explosion generating smaller surface
waves.

These figures can be used very simply if the event's seismic moment is
known. If the observed amplitude is greater than the threshold, then its
depth must be to the left of the curve; if the signal is not observed, then the
depth is in the region to the right of the curve. This is a simple binary deci-
sion. Changing the threshold will only change the set of master cuves. To
account for unknowns in the earth model, a suite of curves could be
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Fig. 2. (a) Plot of moment required to exceed a recorded surface-wave amplitude of 0.1 cm on
a 1.5K 15-100 vertical component WWSSN LP seismograph at distances of 100 and 1000
kin, and for explosion, EX, and vertical strike-slip, SS, sources. The receiver azimuth from
the strike-slip source is 22.50 from strike.

(b) Plot of moment required to exceed a recorded surface-wave amplitude of 0.1 cm on a 50K
vertical component WWSSN SP seismograph at a distance of 100 kin, and for explosion, EX,
and vertical strike-slip, SS, sources. The receiver azimuth from the strike-slip source is 22.5'
from strike.

generated. This would lead to a distribution in possible depth for a given seis-
mic moment. The absence of a signal at the threshold, perhaps due to its
being obscured by noise, could then be assigned a conditional probability that
its depth is greater than a certain value. The same distribution could be used
with an actual observed amplitude to assign a depth through another set of
curves. When combined with some a priori statement that an event with
depth greater than 3 kin, for example, is not an explosion, then the result
would be a likelihood that the event is not an explosion.

DISCUSSION

This simple use of master curves shows how short period surface wave
observations could be used to quantify depth estimates. The requirements are
as follow:
a) the regional surface-wave propagation characteristics are known, e.g.,

the crustal velocity and Q model is known.
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b) there is an independent estimate of the seismic source size, e.g., a
moment-magnitude relationship.

The construction of master curves is simple with existing code. The incorpo-
ration of this technique into a rules based depth classification process is not
too difficult.

Figure 2a indicates that it will be difficult to distinguish between shal-
low explosions and earthquakes on the basis of long period recordings. This
permits an indirect thought experiment to tie an explosion yield to an mLg
value for a small event. Herrmann et al (1992) analyzed a large number of 1
ton point chemical explosions and found that the isotropic moment was
roughly 21018 dyne-cm. Denny and Johnson (1991) proposed a one-to-one
relation between seismic moment and yield. Thus the seismic moment for
the August 14, 1965 event would be indicative of a 1 kT evernL. It is interest-
ing, coincidental and certainly not well understood, that the assigned mbLg =

3.8 number is roughly within the proper range for a 1 kT nuclear explosion.
Thus one should be able to observe not only Lg but also surface waves from
such a nuclear event in at regional distances.

There is another aspect to 1 kT explosions. They should be well
observed in the 4 - 40 second period band if the upper crust is fairly uniform.
Thus an examination of radiation patterns of the Love and Rayleigh waves
would be able to distinguish the explosion from the earthquake. Thus may be
the threshold for doing this because of reduced SIN for smaller events due to
the presence of microseisms.
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